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Foreword 

The current strategic environment is as uncertain as it is challenging.  After 
more than two decades of security and stabilisation operations we must be 
ready to deploy and employ our air and space capabilities within a broader 
context.  This does not mean that counter-insurgency operations will not 
feature, but other aspects of symmetric, asymmetric and higher-end 
capabilities need as much focus as contingencies come back into sharper 
focus.  For example, we must be proficient in chemical, biological, 
radiological and nuclear warfare given state and non-state actors’ access to 
such substances and the risks of their use, or proliferation.  Ballistic and 
conventional surface-to-surface missiles are a feature of the strategic 
landscape, as are sophisticated air and counter-air systems in some places.  
Proxy forces can be critical allies but also a source of risk, while offensive 
and defensive cyber operations are a growing threat and must always be 
considered in future. 

The UK air and space forces alone will not necessarily be capable of 
overcoming these threats.  We must always consider UK joint capabilities 
and alliance options.  We will need to remain closely aligned with the US; 
equally, NATO will remain core to our broader capability as it provides 
breadth, scale, endurance and access to niche air capabilities.  Alliances 
need to continually evolve if they are to remain relevant and we must, 
therefore, take a leading role in ensuring NATO and bi-lateral capabilities are 
developed and sustained.  Similarly, a joint approach to operations is almost 
always essential, using well-honed single-Service capabilities in approaching 
every scenario with an intuitive joint mindset.  As airmen, we must develop a 
deep understanding of the environment in which we operate, and play that 
air-minded expertise back into joint, multinational and inter-agency 
discussions, from a knowledge and expertise point of view, but without undue 
single-Service bias. 

This is why doctrine is essential.  It allows us to explain clearly how and why 
we conduct air and space operations in the way we do.  Austerity constraints 
will not dissipate in the near-term, so we need clear, creative and innovative 
thinking to understand how we can use our air and space capabilities to help 
balance our national strategic ambition against available resources.  As the 
capstone statement of environmental doctrine, JDP 0-30, UK Air and Space 
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Doctrine provides the guidance to support this process for both the users and 
providers of air and space capabilities in all three Services and beyond.  I 
encourage you to read it, think about it, develop it and apply it effectively both 
in your day-to-day professional lives and when you are called on to apply 
your skills in an operational joint headquarters, a Combined Air Operating 
Centre or on a joint force deployment or operation. 

Chief of the Air Staff 
2013 
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Preface 

Purpose 

1. Joint Doctrine Publication (JDP) 0-30, UK Air and Space Doctrine is 
the highest-level statement of UK air and space doctrine.  Just as JDP 0-01, 
British Defence Doctrine provides the broad philosophy and principles 
underpinning using our armed forces, so JDP 0-30 serves the same purpose 
for the UK’s air and space forces (including the Royal Air Force, Fleet Air 
Arm, Royal Marines and Army Air Corps).  It explains what air and space 
power is, and why it is important for defence and security.  Although JDP 0-30 
considers how to apply air and space power, it does so only in broad terms 
and at the operational level.  The tactical detail of capabilities, procedures 
and processes is covered in lower-level doctrine. 

Aim 

2. JDP 0-30 has two aims. 

 Provide authoritative direction to the airmen, soldiers, sailors, 
marines and civilians charged with delivering UK military air and 
space capabilities.   

 Explain air and space power to all those who use, or are 
influenced by, UK military air and space power. 

This complies with JDP 0-01, which identifies the need for specific doctrine 
to, ‘guide the single Services and provide the necessary familiarity and broad 
basis of understanding for joint and component commanders, formations and 
units to operate effectively across environmental boundaries’.  

Context 

3. JDP 0-30 replaces Air Publication 3000, British Air and Space Power 
Doctrine as part of the migration from single Service to joint theory and 
practice.  We have also taken the opportunity to reflect the impact of changes 
in the strategic environment since its last edition (published in 2009).  
Although the principles it describes are enduring, AP 3000 was written within 
the context of protracted counter-insurgency campaigns.  Consequently, it 
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emphasised air-land integration and the use of air and space capabilities as 
enablers in a comprehensive approach to crisis management focused on 
security and stabilisation operations. 

4. These principles are still relevant, but the UK’s strategic posture is 
shifting from campaigning to contingent operations.  By definition, 
contingencies are difficult to predict or anticipate, so JDP 0-30 considers UK 
air and space power within a broader spectrum of conflict, where a cross-
domain and integrated approach is more effective than bi-lateral air-land or 
air-sea cooperation.  Our ability to achieve influence, in all four air power 
roles, is crucial within the emerging strategic context.  Other significant 
changes include: 

 defining air power’s purpose in terms of preventing conflict, 
protecting the UK and projecting influence and power; 

 renewing emphasis on air power’s strategic potential through our 
ability to create strategic effects in all of the air power roles; 

 recognising the importance of partnerships, including 
communities of shared interest as well as more established 
alliances;  

 adopting centralised control, adaptive execution as a more 
flexible approach to air command and control; and 

 placing a greater focus on space power, prompted by our 
growing dependence on space services, to enable military 
operations and for our wider national security. 

Structure 

5. Space power complements air power, sharing many of its attributes, 
but in distinctive ways and at a very different scale.  Consequently, JDP 0-30 
is split into two parts that address the specific aspects of each environment in 
turn.  Each part is divided into four chapters, considering the nature, 
character, delivery and application of military power in the respective 
environment. 
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Conventions 

6. In this publication, we use bold letters: 

 to highlight key messages; 

 for emphasis; or  

 to introduce important terms or concepts.   

This is accompanied by an explanation in the text or footnote that is repeated 
in the lexicon.  Text boxes in grey are our vignettes which illustrate key points 
principles of air or space operations.  Light purple boxes amplify broader, 
cross-cutting concepts and themes.  

Linkages 

7. JDP 0-30 is nested within a hierarchy of doctrine.  It replaces AP 3000, 
British Air and Space Doctrine, 4th edition.  It also subsumes many of the key 
points made in Joint Doctrine Note (JDN) 3/10, Unmanned Aircraft Systems: 
Terminology, Definitions and Classification and JDN 2/11, The UK Approach 
to Unmanned Aircraft Systems.  Other important linkages are listed below. 

 It is subordinate to JDP 0-01, British Defence Doctrine, which 
describes the generic principles of warfighting valid across all 
three Service environments. 

 It sits alongside JDP 0-10, British Maritime Doctrine and Army 
Doctrine Publication Operations as a capstone statement of air 
and space doctrine at the operational/strategic level. 

 Joint Concept Note 3/12, Future Air and Space Operating 
Concept covers the future of UK’s air and space capabilities and 
takes the core doctrinal tenets of JDP 0-30 and projects them out 
to 2035. 

 It guides and informs lower level, single-Service doctrine, notably 
AP 3002, Air Operations which explains how we apply air power 
at the tactical level. 
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 It should be read with Allied Joint Publication-3.3 Air and Space 
Operations, as NATO structures and processes provide the 
default framework for UK air and space operations. 

 US Joint Publication 3-14, Space Operations describes the 
doctrine of our primary source of space capability, while DCDC’s 
The UK Military Space Primer contains additional detail. 
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Airpower has become predominant, both as a deterrent 
to war and, in the eventuality of war, as the devastating 

force to destroy an enemy’s potential and fatally 
undermine his will to wage war.

General Omar Bradley

Part 1
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Key point summary 
Part 1 – Air power 

Air power is using air capabilities to influence the behaviour of actors and the 
course of events (paragraph 102). 

Air power has significant strategic potential in its own right.  It also acts as a 
force multiplier by enabling and enhancing other military and non-military 
effects (paragraph 119). 

The purpose of the UK’s air power is to:  

 prevent conflict and threats from materialising (paragraph 204); 

 protect the UK and its overseas dependent territories from attack, 
particularly (but not exclusively) from the air and through space 
(paragraph 205); and 

 project power rapidly and responsively, either directly from the UK 
or as part of an expeditionary operation (paragraph 206). 

We deliver the UK’s air power through four fundamental roles.  All create 
influence and each is associated with a primary effect.  They are: 

 control of the air, to secure friendly and constrain enemy freedom 
of manoeuvre (paragraph 304); 

 intelligence and situational awareness to inform developing 
tactical, operational and strategic understanding (paragraph 310); 

 attack, to coerce actual or potential adversaries into changing or 
maintaining their behaviour (paragraph 316); and 

 air mobility, to move personnel, equipment or materiel to create 
strategic effects and to enable operational and tactical manoeuvre 
and sustainment (paragraph 327). 

We exercise air command and control through centralised control, adaptive 
execution, where we delegate execution authority to the point where the best 
level of understanding is available (paragraph 349). 
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Chapter 1 – The nature of air power 

‘To them that come after us it may be as ordinary to buy a pair 
of wings to fly into remotest regions, as now a pair of boots to 
ride a journey.’ 

John Glanville 
Speaker of the House of Commons, 1641 

101. This chapter examines the enduring nature of air power.  We begin by 
defining air power and then assess its attributes and the effects we can 
create with it.  We conclude by considering the nature of air practitioners. 

Section 1 – Defining air power 

102. The Concise Oxford English Dictionary defines power as the capacity 
to influence the behaviour of others or course of events.1  We achieve 
influence when we have ‘affected the character or behaviour of someone or 
something’.2  While we can use a variety of military and non-military tools to 
change the behaviour of the actors3 we wish to influence, the particular 
attributes of air power offer specific, flexible and responsive ways to create 
and exert influence.  This leads to a revised definition.  Air power is defined 
as: 

using air capabilities to influence the behaviour of actors and 
the course of events. 

Section 2 – The attributes of air power 

The air environment 

103. The distinctive nature of the air environment has two major 
implications for the application of military force:  

                                      
1 The Concise Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford: University Press), 12th edition, 2011. 
2 Ibid. 
3 The term ‘actors’ includes state and non-state organisations as well as political and military decision makers. 
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 air power is inherently joint, because although we operate in 
the air, we seek to create effects and exert influence primarily in 
other environmental domains; and 

 air power is pervasive because aircraft are not physically 
impeded by natural terrain or physical barriers, so potentially 
allowing us access to any point on the surface of the earth. 

Air has different attributes to land, sea and space as an operating 
environment.  This explains why joint operations are effective – we can 
integrate different capabilities to complement each other’s 
environmental strengths and mitigate one another’s weaknesses. 

Core air power attributes – height, speed and reach 

104. Air capabilities exploit the vertical dimension.  Aircraft are usually 
faster than surface vehicles and can often go directly to their destinations.  By 
definition, elevation is inherent to air operations.  These factors result in the 
core air power attributes of height, speed and reach. 

105. The advantage of height is an enduring military reality.  Air power’s 
high vantage point allows us to observe and dominate activities in other 
environments.  At the tactical level, height may put us out of vertical range of 
some surface threats.  It also allows us to manoeuvre in three dimensions, 
helping to enhance our survivability. 

106. The speed of aircraft allows us to project power rapidly and 
responsively and to complete missions quickly.  This increases tempo and 
provides the opportunity to exploit the fourth dimension – time.  At the tactical 
level, speed allows us to create surprise and reduces our exposure to hostile 
fire, thereby, increasing survivability. 

107. The pervasiveness of air power provides reach.  This potentially 
exposes all of our adversaries’ resources to influence through attack or 
observation, regardless of their location. 
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Additional attributes – ubiquity, agility, ability to concentrate, flexibility, 
cost-effectiveness and precision 

108. The height, speed, and reach of air power enable and enhance air 
power’s additional attributes of ubiquity, agility and the ability to 
concentrate force rapidly.  In combination, these provide air power’s 
flexibility as a highly versatile and responsive form of military force, and its 
cost effectiveness as a force multiplier.4  Precision weapons, while not 
unique to air power, have endowed it with even greater flexibility and use.  

109. Air power’s reach, combined with the growing persistence available 
through air-to-air refuelling and long-endurance unmanned air systems, 
create its ubiquity.  This means we can pose or counter threats 
simultaneously, and across a wide area.   Air capabilities are also not fixed at 
specific operational locations.  Because we can base our assets remote from 
theatre or at sea, decision makers may choose to use airpower to mitigate 
the risk of committing forces directly into theatre, especially when political 
circumstances are ambiguous. 

110. Air power’s agility at the tactical level stems from its responsiveness 
and adaptability, enhanced by genuinely multi-role, multi-mission and 
swing-role5 capabilities.  This means we can counter threats and exploit 
opportunities as they arise by flexing air capabilities between missions and 
roles. 

111. Air power’s speed and reach mean we can quickly concentrate air 
effects in time and space, delivering overwhelming force when and where it is 
required.  Precision technology means we may create psychological shock by 
concentrating effects without necessarily using large numbers of aircraft. 

112. Ubiquity, agility and concentration create air power’s flexibility at the 
operational level.  Flexibility means we can quickly switch air power’s point of 
application within, and between, operational theatres.  It also creates a wide 
range of tactical, operational and strategic effects.  We can easily adjust the 
scale and scope of our activities up, or down, as required, in terms of both 

                                      
4 A force multiplier is a factor or capability that increases the effectiveness, availability, persistence, or reach of another 
capability or force. 
5 Swing-role describes the capability to switch between different roles within a sortie, whereas multi-role and multi-
mission implies the ability to reconfigure air platforms for different roles and missions between sorties. 
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weight of effort and the type of operation.  This can range from humanitarian 
aid at one end of the spectrum to warfighting at the other.   

113. Air power is cost-effective, despite the high price of military aircraft 
and the sophisticated technology they use, because it multiplies effects.  In 
some operational circumstances, this means we may avoid the need to 
commit surface forces altogether.6  Alternatively, we may create influence 
with economy of effort by using air capabilities to enhance the potency of 
other environmental capabilities.  For example, configuring a joint task force 
with the support of a mix of air-delivered intelligence, surveillance and 
reconnaissance (ISR), attack, aeromedical evacuation and support 
helicopter-based manoeuvre capabilities allows us to reduce both the size of 
force needed to create the desired effects, and its exposure to operational 
risks. 

114. In terms of weaponry, unprecedented levels of precision have 
reduced the likelihood of inflicting collateral damage and made it possible to 
engage even difficult and fleeting targets with fewer aircraft.  Consequently, 
airpower sometimes represents the only way of engaging certain types of 
targets accurately and effectively, while meeting legal obligations of 
proportionality.  

Constraints 

115. Air power also has constraints.  However, these are relative, not 
absolute, and we must set them in context.  The most significant are 
impermanence, limited payload and vulnerability. 

116. Long-endurance unmanned air systems and air-to-air refuelling have 
increased air power’s persistence, but we cannot yet keep aircraft aloft 
indefinitely, or re-arm or service them in flight.  However, if secure land-
basing or aircraft carriers are available, we can exploit the reach and 
responsiveness of air power to hold adversaries at continuous risk without 
necessarily maintaining a constant presence in the air. 

                                      
6 For example, during Operation UNIFIED PROTECTOR in 2011, operations conducted by NATO air forces to protect 
Libyan civilians set the conditions that allowed indigenous anti-regime forces to resolve the crisis without the need for a 
NATO intervention on the ground. 
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Air power’s persistence 
Operation WARDEN 

Although we cannot use air power to create an enduring presence on the 
ground, impermanence is relative.  Between 1992 and 2003, the RAF played 
a major role in the multinational air policing operation that continuously 
enforced no-fly zones over Iraq.  This was a containment operation.  Our aim 
was to limit Saddam Hussein’s ability to oppress his own Marsh Arab and 
Kurdish communities while constraining Iraq’s military potential as a regional 
threat.  Although the overall effect of the operation is difficult to measure, it 
was successful in constraining the Iraqi dictator’s military ambitions and 
providing reassurance to our key allies in the Gulf region.  It also set the 
conditions for the Kurds to establish a quasi-autonomous enclave in northern 
Iraq.  We accomplished this with very limited military and political liability.  No 
coalition aircrew were lost due to enemy action in 11 years of continuous 
flying operations, and the financial cost of the operation was negligible 
compared with intervening on the ground.  This indicates that in some 
circumstances, it is easier to sustain air operations, because of their light 
political footprint, than to establish a permanent military presence in 
other ways. 

117. There are practical limits to the payload that aircraft can carry.  
However, precision technology means we can create greater impact with 
fewer weapons, while air mobility trades-off weight of payload against 
advantages in speed and reach, especially where movement on the ground is 
difficult or contested.  A small and focused capability delivered quickly may be 
much more effective in resolving or averting a developing crisis than 
deploying a larger capability later by land or sea.  

118. The nature of the air environment creates specific vulnerabilities.  
These include the relative fragility of air vehicles, the effects of weather and 
the requirement for basing. 

a. Aircraft are inherently light and carry little or no armour.  This 
limits the extent to which it is sensible to expose them to hostile fire.  
However, air forces can exploit speed, height, manoeuvrability, low-
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observable technology and platform protection to offset the relative 
fragility of air platforms. 

b. Although poor weather can hamper air operations, rapidly 
improving technology means we can operate many of our aircraft (and 
deliver weapons or create other effects) by day or night in adverse 
conditions.  Indeed, operating in these circumstances may provide us 
with a distinct edge over opponents lacking comparable capabilities. 

c. Like other forms of military power, air capabilities depend on 
bases for support.  Sometimes it may be difficult to secure access, 
basing and over-flight permissions, so upstream engagement7 and 
diplomacy are often essential enablers for air operations.  Specialist 
force protection is also required to assure the security of deployed, 
land-based air operations.  Basing air capabilities at sea provides 
alternative and complementary options, especially in the early stages 
of an operation when we may not yet have negotiated host-nation 
support.  However, we have to manage surface and sub-surface 
threats to assure a persistent air presence from the sea and we may 
still require land-based air-to-air refuelling to provide sea-based air 
capabilities with the necessary reach. 

Section 3 – The nature of air effects 

Strategic effects 

119.   Air power’s agility means we can create a wide range of effects at 
tactical, operational or strategic level.  Historically, we thought of strategic air 
power only as strategic bombing, where targets are located in the enemy’s 
homeland rather than on the battlefield, or at sea.  Strategic attack remains 
a vital function of air power.8  But it is important to understand that we can 
seek to create precise strategic effects using a much wider range of air 
activities.  For instance, rapidly deploying air assets to deter aggression or 
using aircraft to protect vital sea lanes are both air operations with 
strategically significant implications.  Not all strategic air operations involve 

                                      
7 The military contribution to measures designed to prevent conflict, promote alliance-building and build trust, to create a 
favourable relationship with potential regional partners or host nations. 
8 We consider strategic attack in detail at paragraph 319. 
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combat, and some prevent conflict.  For example, the Berlin airlift in 1948 
remains a classic example of a genuinely strategic air mobility operation.  ISR 
also plays a crucial role in informing high-level military and political decision-
making before, during and after a crisis.   

Non-lethal strategic air effects 
The Cuban missile crisis 

The Cuban missile crisis demonstrates how non-lethal air effects may exert 
strategic influence.  The confrontation between the US and Soviet Union was 
arguably the most dangerous point in the Cold War.  It began in October 
1962, when imagery from a U-2 strategic surveillance aircraft confirmed that 
the Soviet Union was establishing a nuclear-capable ballistic missile 
capability on Cuba.  US decision-makers relied on air-derived ISR to build 
understanding during the subsequent, 13-day crisis by informing them of the 
Soviet Union’s intent and dispositions.  Carrier-based RF-8 crusaders 
conducted hazardous, low-level, reconnaissance sorties to complement high-
level U-2 coverage.  They provided the imagery that ensured that President 
Kennedy could negotiate with President Khrushchev from a position of 
strength, despite the loss of a U-2 to an SA-2 surface-to-air missile on 27 
October.  Eventually, Kennedy and Khrushchev brokered a diplomatic 
agreement to resolve the crisis.  The US used air reconnaissance to confirm 
that the Soviet Union had complied by tracking the missiles’ withdrawal from 
the island. 

These examples of non-lethal strategic air effects show it is the effect of the 
operation that determines if it is strategic, not the air power role or type of 
aircraft used. 

The time paradox 

120. The speed of aircraft means we measure air operations in seconds 
and minutes instead of the longer time-scale usually associated with surface 
action.  However, the rapid and responsive effects we create with air 
capabilities may be fleeting.  This means we may need to repeat them 
continually over the course of a campaign to achieve the desired outcome, 
often depending on attrition to wear down an opponent by gradually 
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exhausting his will or capability to fight.  Consequently, some air-led 
campaigns may take time to prevail, depending on the circumstances and 
desired outcome.  This means decision makers must exercise strategic 
patience, especially when the mandate is not clear or the rules of 
engagement are proscriptive. 

Operational and tactical air effects 

121. Kosovo in 1999, and Libya in 2011, are two examples of successful 
air-led campaigns where initially, progress appeared to be frustratingly slow.  
However, in both cases, air power was most decisive when we integrated 
it with other levers of power rather than used it in isolation.  In Kosovo, 
we achieved the desired outcome when we used diplomatic pressure and the 
threat of a land offensive to support the effects created by the air campaign; 
while in Libya, indigenous anti-government forces overthrew the regime 
under the umbrella of NATO air operations designed to protect the civilian 
population.  Air power is usually most effective when we orchestrate its 
tactical effects to enhance and enable our other environmental capabilities 
as part of a coherent joint campaign planned at the operational level.  For 
example, we can use ISR to identify critical vulnerabilities and then weaken 
enemy resistance with precision attack so that land forces can quickly occupy 
crucial territory if necessary.  The Gulf Wars in 1991 and 2003 illustrate the 
way we can use air power ‘to defeat our opponents without exposing our own 
surface forces to the perils of a fair fight’.9  Similarly, land- or sea-based 
aircraft may play a crucial role in securing sea control through tactical air 
support for maritime operations.10 

Section 4 – The nature of airmen 

The airman’s perspective 

122. The characteristics of speed, range, height and time demands 
specific skills and creates a unique identity for airmen and those soldiers, 
sailors and marines who operate in the air environment.  It is important for all 
those (of every Service) with a stake in air power to understand these values, 

                                      
9 Professor Philip Sabin, ‘Air Power’s Second Century: Growing Dominance or Faded Glory?’, Transforming Joint Air 
Power: The Journal of the JAPCC,15th edition, Spring/Summer 2012, page 61. 
10 JDP 0-10, British Maritime Doctrine, page 3-15. 
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just as it is incumbent on members of UK air forces to understand the ethos 
of the surface forces they fight alongside. 

123. Air power is not constrained to narrowly bounded areas of operation 
and may be flexed across theatres.  We understand speed in terms of miles 
per minute and range in hundreds or thousands of miles, but timing to the 
second.  This instinctive empathy with scale, and ease at operating across 
different levels of warfare (sometimes during the same mission), provide the 
airman’s perspective: the basis for an air-minded approach to applying 
military force. 

Air-mindedness 

124. Air-mindedness is essential to maximise the effectiveness of air 
power while minimising the risk of fratricide or accidents.  We promote 
air-mindedness during through-life training and education, reinforced by the 
experience of exercises, evaluation and operations.  It involves 
understanding air command and control, air operations and air safety.  
Crucially, air-mindedness is not confined to those who fly, but must also 
be exercised by all those who support, and sustain, every aspect of our 
air capabilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Field Marshal Sir Bernard Montgomery (left), Air Marshal Sir Arthur Coningham 
(centre) and Lieutenant General Sir Miles Dempsey (right) – March 1945.  As 
Commander Western Desert Air Force, Coningham understood that the most 

effective way of achieving campaign objectives with air power was to place it under 
centralised command of an air-minded officer. 
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The joint and multinational context 

125. Air power is usually most influential when we integrate it with 
other environmental capabilities.  This means we need to develop 
proficient, air-minded practitioners who can deploy their expertise credibly 
within joint, multinational, and inter-agency forums.  This will make sure that 
we integrate air power into the joint campaign at the outset – not add it later 
as an afterthought.  

126. Planning and integrating air operations in multinational campaigns is 
generally straightforward, partly due to our growing use of adaptive air 
command and control11 methods.  Commonality of many air procedures 
and capabilities, including the use of English as a common language for 
international aviation activities, allows for a high degree of coordination and, 
in some cases, detailed integration with the air forces of other nations. 

 

                                      
11 An air command and control model in which execution authority is delegated to the point where the best level of 
understanding is available (described as ‘centralised control, adaptive execution’). 
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Chapter 2 – The character of air power 

‘The age of air power is not just beginning, as technological 
zealots sometimes suggest, but nor is it over, as sceptics tend 
to argue.  Instead, air power is entering its second century as a 
mature and integral component of military power as a whole.’ 

Professor Philip Sabin 

201. In Chapter 1 we described the enduring nature of air power.  In this 
chapter, we explore its changing character.  We begin by defining the 
purpose of UK air forces in relation to national defence and security.  We then 
consider the impact of emerging strategic trends on our air power capabilities. 

Section 1 – Air power, defence and security 

Air power’s purpose 

202. The UK’s National Security Strategy1 identifies two core strategic 
objectives.  These are to: 

 ensure a secure and resilient UK by protecting our people, 
economy, infrastructure and territory and ways of life from all 
major risks that can affect us directly; and 

 shape a stable world by acting to reduce the likelihood of risks 
affecting the UK or our global interests overseas, and applying our 
instruments of power and influence to shape the global 
environment and tackle risks at source.2 

203. The fundamental purpose of UK air forces is to support the 
national security objectives through three core functions.  These are: 

 preventing conflict and threats materialising; 

 protecting the UK and our dependent overseas territories from 
attack, particularly (but not exclusively) from the air and through 
space; and 

                                      
1 Cabinet Office, The National Security Strategy, 2010. 
2 The military contribution is delivered through seven tasks specified in the Strategic Defence and Security Review. 
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 projecting influence and power rapidly and responsively, either 
directly from the UK, or as part of an expeditionary operation. 

Core air power functions 

204. Preventing conflict involves identifying and managing threats before 
they materialise.  This demands an integrated, cross-government 
approach, including outreach, influence activities and conflict 
prevention based on diplomacy, deterrence and aid.  Air power provides 
particular opportunities to support these activities.  These include: 

 engaging overseas, beyond our core alliance within NATO – 
activities include providing mentoring, advice and training to other 
air forces (capacity building); 

 building understanding – using air-derived intelligence, 
surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) for horizon-scanning to 
identify threats and opportunities; 

 managing developing crises – by delivering humanitarian aid, 
disaster relief and early-intervention forces; and 

 supporting conventional deterrence – providing a 
demonstrable and credible capability to hold potential adversaries 
at continuous risk. 

205. Protecting the UK, our deployed forces and our dependent overseas 
territories from air attack demands an integrated defence system, including 
the necessary aircraft, sensors, command and control entities and associated 
infrastructure.  Along with our allies, we must counter conventional threats 
(such as unidentified military and civilian aircraft penetrating the UK’s 
airspace) and less-conventional threats (such as piloted suicide aircraft, 
unmanned air systems and, potentially, ballistic missiles). 
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Protecting – quick reaction alert 

UK air forces police our airspace along with our allies to counter unauthorised 
incursions and potential airborne terrorist threats.  This task remains a high 
priority.  In 2011, quick reaction 
alert fighters were scrambled 25 
times to intercept unidentified 
aircraft.  Maintaining high-
readiness on a 24/7 basis 
requires a huge team effort.  The 
winter of 2011/12 was one of the 
harshest on record.  RAF 
Coningsby was the only civil or 
military airfield in the UK to stay 
open constantly.  In freezing 
conditions, the airfield support 
mechanised transport team cleared over 5,000 tonnes of snow from the 
runway to ensure the quick reaction alert commitment could be met – an 
achievement specifically acknowledged in Parliament. 

Winter operations with the Typhoon at RAF 
Coningsby 

206. We use air capabilities to create influence by projecting power.  We 
do this either directly from the UK or by deploying land- or sea-based air 
capabilities overseas.  Air power is often the most rapid and responsive 
military lever of force available, providing us with the quickest way to 
exert influence.  Projecting influence and power ultimately includes the 
ability to defeat our adversaries. 
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Projecting power 
Operation ODYSSEY DAWN 

At 0300 hours on Friday 18 March 2011, UK forces were directed ‘to act fast 
to get an operation [in Libya] underway’.  The first objective was to get control 
of the air.  By 0800 hours, we were ready to attack key regime air defence 
nodes deep in Libyan territory with a force of four Tornado GR4s equipped 
with Stormshadow cruise missiles.  The Prime Minister granted his approval 
for the mission at 2000 hours on Saturday 19 March and the Tornados left 
RAF Marham at midnight.  VC-10 and Tristar tankers from RAF Brize Norton 
refuelled the formation in flight, while E-3D Sentry, Nimrod R1 and Sentinel 
R1 surveillance aircraft acted as the ‘eyes and ears’ of the attack package. 

The success of this 7½ hour mission provides a striking demonstration of air 
power’s reach and responsiveness.  This was the longest attack mission 
since the ‘Black Buck’ raids in the Falklands conflict and the first flown from 
the UK since World War II.  It paved the way for ten subsequent missions that 
destroyed other key command and control targets.  Most importantly, in terms 
of influence and messaging, ‘in less than 18 hours, the RAF had taken a 
political instruction to ‘do something’ about Libya and put that into action’.3 

Section 2 – The strategic context 

Economic constraints and the conceptual component 

207. Figure 2.1 illustrates the three components of fighting power.  The 
moral component is generally viewed as constant, but when we are fiscally 
constrained, we must grow the conceptual component (how we fight) to 
compensate for shortfalls in the physical component (what we fight with). 

                                      
3 Dr David Slogget, The RAF’s Air War over Libya, 2012, page 81. 
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Figure 2.1 – The components of fighting power 

208. Western defence budgets are shrinking in relative terms.  So we 
cannot assume an advantage in terms of the quantity or quality of equipment 
over many potential adversaries.  While there is little likelihood of direct 
conflict with states such as Russia and China, we may encounter advanced 
air and counter-air technologies developed by these nations and exported 
elsewhere.  However, to use such sophisticated combat capabilities 
effectively,4 potential adversaries would need to develop a supporting culture 
and philosophy.  This originates within the conceptual component of fighting 
power, and ultimately depends on the quality of people.  Given the likely 
constraints we face elsewhere, we must strive to gain and maintain an 
edge in the conceptual component. 

Partnerships and alliances 

209. The shifting balance of power means we depend on partnerships 
and alliances to share the burden.  This provides combat mass, 
endurance, consensus and access to capabilities that are increasingly difficult 
for any one nation to provide on its own.  Our relationship with the US is vital 
in this respect, but as the US shifts focus towards East Asia and the Pacific 

                                      
4 For example, some states have bought sophisticated fighter aircraft that they cannot support and operate without a 
high level of external support. 
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Rim, it expects its allies to take more responsibility for their own areas of 
primary strategic concern.  Consequently, we must invest in other security 
partnerships to complement our core relationship with the US.  Recent 
operations have also highlighted the need to support irregular forces.  

210. We are committed to NATO as the principal framework for UK 
operations.  Not only is it our primary guarantor of security, but operations in 
Libya and Afghanistan have demonstrated that it can act as the core of wider 
partnerships outside its traditional areas of interest.  European NATO allies 
cannot match the range of capabilities provided by the US, particularly in the 
vital command, control, communications, computers, and intelligence (C4I) 
functions that underpin all military operations.  However, states such as the 
UK and France may have to act as framework nations for military operations 
if the US is not the lead nation.  This may include the ability to plan, execute 
and enable an air campaign.  Although, we will need substantial support from 
other allies and partners to provide specialised capabilities and a viably sized 
force in many operational circumstances. 

211. The globalised nature of international security is also leading to 
alternative partnerships in communities of shared interests.5  For 
example, anti-piracy operations off the Horn of Africa involve a European 
Union (EU) mission, but employ a command and control structure based on a 
NATO framework, and include Chinese and Indian forces.  Similar coalitions 
are likely to increase, involving unfamiliar and sometimes uncomfortable 
partners or even non-state actors.  Air power may play a significant role in 
such operations.  We can provide enabling capabilities for less-sophisticated 
military partners without, in some circumstances, the necessity for a major 
manpower commitment on the ground.6 

212. Our dependence on multinational cooperation means we must take 
every opportunity to promote interoperability and engage with as broad 
a range of potential partners as possible.  These range from the most 
technologically sophisticated air forces to less familiar and capable but 

                                      
5 Communities of shared interest are groups of states, non-state actors, organisations or individuals seeking to achieve a 
broadly common goal.  Such communities are often ad hoc, loosely bound, and may differ significantly in their 
approaches to achieving the common goal.   
6 Operation SERVAL provides a good example.  The French air force and a land component supported the Malian 
Army in early 2013. 
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potentially likely partners.  As part of an integrated, cross-government 
approach to upstream engagement, we can: 

 take part in live and virtual exercises; 

 share concepts and doctrine (including experiments and 
wargaming); and  

 revitalise the exchange and attaché programme. 

We maintain influence in our established alliances by manning NATO 
and EU air headquarters posts and by developing and implementing 
NATO doctrine and command and control7 as the basis for 
interoperability. 

Legality and legitimacy 

213. UK air forces comply with the legal, moral and ethical principles 
upholding the legitimacy of the use of force.  While this guides and limits the 
scope of our activities, it is highly unlikely that similar sensitivities will restrict, 
or be reciprocated, by many of our potential adversaries.  Because they fear 
its potency, our adversaries encourage the misperception that air power is a 
disproportionately violent, detached and indiscriminate form of force.  
However, we must engage with the legal process proactively to make sure 
we are operating legally.  We must examine the issues involved so we can 
explain what we are doing and why.  This includes establishing, managing 
and archiving a comprehensive audit trail to record our actions and 
decisions so that we can prove our activities are legal. 

214. Legal scrutiny is particularly intense where the public may regard 
military action as discretionary,8 rather than essential, to the national interest.  
This leads to high expectations for force protection and an aversion to 
casualties9 that will depend on public perceptions of the stakes involved.  
Pervasive media coverage shapes popular attitudes and acts as a significant 
constraint in its own right.  These factors reinforce our legal obligation to 
minimise collateral damage and comply with the principles of distinction, 
                                      
7 More accurately, command, control, communications, computers and intelligence. 
8 In the sense that political choice rather than necessity (in terms of an objective threat to national security) drives the 
decision to use force.  This may be the case for example, in humanitarian operations driven by the responsibility to 
protect civilian populations. 
9 This will include civilian casualties and is likely to include our own, friendly forces and adversaries. 
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proportionality, military necessity and humanity.  This is increasingly 
associated with non-lethal and precision weaponry.  Although non-precision 
weapons are legally permissible and can create precise effects, 
perceptions are important.  We must, therefore, use them very carefully to 
avoid undermining our legitimacy. 

215. We can also expect legal challenges against novel technologies,10 
either in domestic law or under international human rights legislation.  
Unmanned and remotely-piloted air systems attract particular attention.  We 
consider the most commonly raised moral and ethical issues below. 

Unmanned and remotely-piloted air systems – moral and ethical issues 

The UK draws a distinction between remotely-piloted air systems, which are 
controlled directly by a human operator, and more highly automated 
unmanned air systems or autonomous systems.11  Only remotely-piloted 
systems are operated in an armed role by the UK.  There are those who 
argue that these systems are somehow unfair, but warfare is not a 
competition held on equal terms.  There is nothing new or wrong about the 
lawful use of novel technology to achieve advantage in combat.  We are 
morally obliged to maximise the warfighting capability and minimise the risk 
to the forces we commit to battle.   

Most of the moral and ethical arguments raised about unmanned air systems 
also apply to manned combat aircraft, missiles or artillery, but we need to 
consider three specific issues.  

 The first is the claim that unmanned air systems lower the 
threshold for conflict.  Some argue that without the risk to the 
crew, it encourages the early use of force.  However, any UK 
operations (manned or unmanned) using armed force in an 
international context require political authorisation.  This is subject 
to parliamentary scrutiny and its associated checks and balances. 

                                      
10 These may include, for example, electro-magnetic pulse and other non-lethal weapons. 
11 Autonomous systems are often abbreviated to ‘AxS’, where the ‘x’ denotes the environment in which they operate (for 
example, AaS would be an autonomous air system.) 
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 Second is the morality of autonomous or robotic systems.  
The UK view is that these terms apply to self-governing systems 
that set their own rules.  This is neither welcome nor useful in a 
military context, and in particular, the UK is committed to retaining 
human oversight over all weapon-release decisions.  Highly-
automated systems fall into a separate category.  They are 
constrained by algorithms that determine their responses by 
imposing rules of engagement and setting mission parameters 
which limit their ability to act independently. 

 Finally, there is concern that remote operators are detached from 
reality because of their physical or emotional distance from 
combat – the so-called ‘video-game effect’.  However, remote 
crews are always subject to stringent rules of engagement that 
ensure we lawfully use armed force.  The persistence of remotely-
piloted air systems also means crews usually observe the target 
area for a significant period prior to, and following, an 
engagement.  This allows them to assess target validity, the 
likelihood of collateral damage and observe the consequences of 
an attack in detail.  This is a sobering reality rarely afforded to 
other pilots or anyone delivering indirect fire. 
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Simulation and the environment 

216. Sensitivity to noise pollution and the environmental impact of 
aviation is increasing.  Concerns about the security of energy supply are 
also driving the requirement to use fossil fuels more efficiently.  Solutions 
include a robust approach to operational energy management, using 
alternative fuels and, in particular, substituting simulation for live flying.   

217. Simulation not only reduces the environmental impact of military 
flying, but also improves the quality of training.  For example, we can 
practise cross-component integration by linking force elements through a 
network of distributed simulators.  We can also train operators of fifth 
generation platforms12 more effectively.  This is because we can simulate 
warfighting conditions as well as deploying counter-manoeuvres and 
countermeasures more effectively in a synthetic environment.  Simulation 
also reduces spares usage and the number of aircraft we need to buy for 
training (rather than purely operational) purposes.  However, we need to 
invest in the technology before we can realise the benefits.  There are also 
drawbacks.  Limiting the amount of live flying detrimentally reduces the 
availability of air support to joint exercises and training, making it extremely 
difficult to instil and develop an integrated approach to planning and 
operations.  Furthermore, we need live training for other elements of our air 
power capability, such as engineers and aircraft handlers.  These cannot be 
adequately delivered though simulation. 

 

                                      
12 These include, for example, the Lightning II and new generation remotely-piloted air systems. 
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Chapter 3 – Delivering air power 

‘The future battle on the ground will be preceded by battle in the 
air.  This will determine which of the contestants has to suffer 
operational and tactical disadvantages and forced throughout 
the battle into adopting compromise solutions.’ 

General Erwin Rommel 

301. This chapter considers how we deliver air power.  First, we explain the 
four fundamental roles of air power, from which all other tasks and activities 
flow.  Second, we describe the two key enablers that support our air 
capabilities.  Finally, we examine air command and control, which is not an air 
power role in its own right, but is the key to delivering air power effectively. 

Section 1 – Roles, missions and sorties 

302. We deliver air power in terms of roles, missions and sorties. 

a. Role describes a core component of air power.  Four fundamental 
air power roles have endured since the earliest days of military 
aviation.1  They provide the basis for understanding air power and are 
the doctrinal heart of this document.  Every role creates influence, but 
each delivers a unique output or effect.  Roles and primary effects are: 

Role Primary effect 

Control of the air Securing our freedom of action 

Intelligence and 
situational awareness 

Informing the development of tactical, operational 
or strategic understanding 

Attack 
Coercing actors into changing or maintaining 
behaviour 

Air mobility 
Moving personnel, equipment or materiel to create 
strategic effects and enabling operational and 
tactical manoeuvre and sustainment 

                                      
1 Air Publication (AP) 1300 was published in 1928.  It describes the role of the air force as ‘(i) air reconnaissance (ii) air 
bombardment (iii) the neutralisation of enemy air forces, and (iv) supply and transport by air’. 
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b. A mission is a type of air operation conducted for a particular 
purpose.  For example, we may task an aircraft to fly a defensive 
counter-air mission as part of the control of the air role to secure the 
joint force’s freedom of manoeuvre. 

c. A sortie is an operational flight conducted by a single military 
aircraft. 

303. The agility of air power means we may fly hybrid missions combining 
different roles, or flex swing-role2 aircraft between missions within a single 
sortie.  However, any military air operations we do will contribute to one or 
more of the four fundamental roles as Figure 3.1 illustrates. 

           Control of the air
(Secure)

     Offensive counter air
    Defence counter air
  Passive air defence

Mobility (Move)
AIr-to-air refuelling

Air logistic support
Aerial delivery

Airlift
Aeromedical evacuation

                     Search and rescue
                CASEVAC

Airborne early warning
Active air defence

         Intelligence and SA
(Inform)

                                    Intelligence
                                     Surveillance
                                   Reconnaissance

Targeting

 SEAD
Carrier strike

JPR

Escort

Combat
SAR

Special
air mobility
operations

Airborne operations
Air assault

Air manoeuvre
  Littoral manoeuvre

Attack (Coerce)
                     Deep attack
                   Counter-land operations
                Deterrent air operations

Air interdiction
       Close air support
Information operations

Strike coordination
and reconnaissance

Anti-submarine warfare
Anti-surface warfare

Armed overwatch
Armed recce

Legend
CASEVAC   Casualty evacuation SAR   Search and rescue
JPR   Joint personnel recovery              SA   Situational awareness
SEAD  Suppression of enemy air defences

Figure 3.1 – Air missions and roles3 

We now consider each role in more detail.   
                                      
2 Swing-role describes the capability to switch between different roles within a sortie. 
3 For illustrative purposes, this diagram includes some commonly used terms not current in formal doctrine. 
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Role 1 – Control of the air (secure) 

Purpose 

304. Control of the air is the most important air power role because it 
secures4 our freedom of manoeuvre.  At the strategic level, it assures our 
political freedom of action by protecting the UK, our overseas territories and 
deployed sovereign capabilities, from attack.  At the operational level, it 
assures military freedom of manoeuvre in the air, land or sea environments.  
This allows our commanders to seize the initiative while denying it to the 
enemy.  Control of the air is a relative condition and depends on available 
resources and the risk that a commander is prepared to accept. We define 
control of the air as: 

freedom, over a given period of time, to use a volume of 
airspace for our own purposes while, if necessary, denying or 
constraining its use by an opponent.5 

Control of the air – assuring political freedom of action 
Operation OLYMPICS, 2012 

The London Olympics highlighted the political importance of assuring the 
sovereignty of UK airspace.  During the 2012 summer, we enhanced our 
quick reaction alert posture by deploying Typhoon fighter aircraft to RAF 
Northolt.  This reduced response times to London and the Olympic stadiums.  
We also flew RAF Regiment air-to-air snipers on support helicopters to 
counter low and slow airborne threats.  Layered air defence is typically a joint 
endeavour, so ground-based missile systems such as Rapier and Starstreak 
were also deployed to provide defence in depth.  Finally, HMS Ocean was 
also berthed on the Thames River to provide basing and support. 

305. We may attempt a military operation without control of the air, but the 
risks are high.  Western air power has been dominant in post-Cold War 
conflicts, so it is easy to take this fundamental need for granted.  However, 
we cannot assume control of the air in the future as the threat from 

                                      
4 In this context, secure means ‘protected against attack’.  Concise Oxford English Dictionary, 12th Edition, 2011. 
5 New definition. 
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sophisticated anti-access and area denial6 capabilities increases.  These 
form the base for strategies designed to stop us from either: 

 deploying to a theatre of operations in the first place; or  

 sustaining an expeditionary intervention by attacking our 
lodgement areas, bases and ports of debarkation.7 

The impact of control of the air 
Operation GRANBY compared with Operation CORPORATE 

Operation GRANBY was the UK’s military contribution to the US-led 
coalition that freed Kuwait from Iraqi occupation in 1991.  The Iraqi Army was 
the fifth largest in the world and President Saddam Hussein intended to 
embroil the coalition in ‘the mother of all battles’ to inflict an unacceptable 
level of casualties.  However, we exploited air power – our comparative 
advantage – to avoid fighting on the Iraqi dictator’s terms.  We quickly 
achieved the first priority – control of the air which then enabled the coalition 
air forces to switch the main effort to counter-land operations against Iraqi 
ground forces.  This was so successful that the Iraqi army’s combat capability 
was vastly reduced by the time the coalition launched the land offensive.  
This enabled a decisive victory with few very coalition casualties. 

In comparison, it was difficult for us to secure control of the air with the limited 
carrier-borne capabilities available for Operation CORPORATE, the UK’s 
1982 campaign to retake the Falkland Islands.  This constrained our freedom 
of manoeuvre.  The continuing Argentinean air threat meant that we had to 
hold the carrier group east of the Islands after landing the task force at San 
Carlos.  The range to the combat zone also limited the time that our Sea 
Harrier fighters could spend on-task.  And, with only partial air cover 
available, some Argentinean aircraft penetrated the defensive screen 
provided by the RN’s frigates and destroyers, inflicting significant losses on 
the task force.  We attained just sufficient control of the air to ensure that we 
could sustain the campaign to a successful outcome, but the margins were 
fine.  The Falklands conflict highlights the risks we accept if we mount a 
campaign when we cannot assure control of the air. 

                                      
6 This has led to the development of concepts such as the US’ Air-Sea Battle and subsequent Joint Operational Access 
Concept. 
7 Debarkation replaces disembarkation, Allied Administrative Publication-6 (AAP-6), NATO Glossary of Terms and 
Definitions, 2013. 
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Unconventional threats 

306. Even if our adversaries do not possess conventional air or counter-air 
capabilities, they are likely to contest control of the air using every means 
they can.  This may include: 

 fighting to deny the lower airspace with man-portable missiles, 
rockets and small arms; 

 attacking our aircraft, equipment and personnel on the ground 
so that we need to deploy specialist force protection capabilities; 

 using misinformation to negate our air power advantage by 
portraying it as cruel, unfair or illegal making us develop 
information strategies to inform, educate and, if necessary, rebut 
such claims; and 

 using chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear material 
in some contingencies – we must, therefore, prepare to operate 
our air capabilities in degraded environments. 

Security 

307. As we increasingly employ reachback8 to limit our footprint in theatre, 
our adversaries may choose to attack our supporting enablers rather than air 
vehicles or other force elements in theatre.  Threats may include cyber 
operations and terrorist attacks against home-based facilities and personnel, 
including civilian contractors.  This challenges existing ethical and legal 
norms of warfare and makes it essential for us to renew our emphasis on 
security, particularly in an era of shared information and social networking.  
We must implement robust physical and operational security measures 
to protect increasingly scarce (and consequently more valuable) assets, 
including aircraft, equipment, personnel and information. 

Counter-air operations 

308. We conduct counter-air operations to destroy, degrade or disrupt 
enemy air capabilities, including manned and unmanned aircraft as well as 

                                      
8 Reachback is the process of obtaining products, services, and applications, or forces, or equipment, or material from 
organisations that are not deployed forward. 
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ballistic and cruise missiles.  Counter-air operations comprise offensive 
and defensive counter-air missions. 

a. Offensive counter-air missions target enemy air capabilities as 
close to their source as possible. 

b. Defensive counter-air operations include: 

 active measures to stop enemy attacks through layered 
defence in depth (including ground-based air defence 
systems); and  

 passive measures to reduce the effectiveness of the attacks 
we cannot prevent. 

Ballistic missile defence 

309. Proliferating long-range missile technology is leading to a multinational 
need for ballistic missile defence.9  Space-based missile warning is just one 
component of a capability that must also integrate layers of surface-based 
sensors and interceptors.  Accordingly, we consider ballistic missile 
defence as part of a broader, cross-domain air and missile defence 
system.  This is inherently multinational because incoming missiles may 
cross several international boundaries between launch/impact and we may 
intercept them at different points in their flight profile.10 

Role 2 – Intelligence and situational awareness (inform) 

Purpose 

310. Intelligence and situational awareness helps us to inform how we 
develop our tactical, operational and strategic understanding.  Intelligence 
and situational awareness means: 

                                      
9 In 2010, NATO stated its intention to ‘develop the capability to defend our populations and territories against ballistic 
missile attack as a core element of our collective defence’.  NATO, The Alliance’s Strategic Concept, 19 November 
2010, paragraph 19. 
10 Debris from the missile or warhead may therefore fall on states not directly under attack, so we must agree protocols 
and procedures before we field an operational capability. 
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activities to plan, synchronise and integrate collecting 
information using air platforms and the subsequent processing 
and dissemination of the resulting product to support decision 
making and identify trends and linkages. 

Air power allows us to: 

 observe an adversary’s actions and dispositions; 

 gauge his intent; and  

 identify his dependencies, vulnerabilities and strengths.   

We can use air-based intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) 
strategically to build an early understanding of potential crisis points and 
enhance the quality of political and high-level military decision-making.  At the 
tactical and operational levels, ISR can help us to understand how to apply 
our armed forces most effectively. 

Principles 

311. The five targeting functions are ‘find, fix, finish, exploit and analyse’ 
(F3EA).11  In the Cold War, fix and finish took precedence, as finding the 
enemy’s large, conventional forces arrayed on a linear battlespace was 
relatively easy.  In non-linear operations and irregular warfare, our emphasis 
has switched to find and analyse to promote understanding. 

312. Emerging technology is making it easier for us to penetrate poor 
weather and overcome camouflage and concealment techniques, while air 
sensors now have sufficient resolution to identify individual people.  This 
provides situational awareness, based on observing activities and 
dispositions.  The challenge is to develop this into genuine understanding, 
including the human, cultural and social terrain.  This is difficult to achieve 
from the air.  But, monitoring patterns of behaviour over time or intercepting 
radio or mobile phone transmissions may get us close.  However, usually we 
need to fuse the information we gather from the air with layers of intelligence 
from many other sources to develop genuine understanding. 

                                      
11 JDP 2-00, Understanding and Intelligence Support to Operations, page 4-7. 
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Intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance 

313. ISR links three inform functions: 

 accurate, timely and relevant intelligence – derived from a 
cycle where our ability to direct, process and disseminate keeps 
pace with the volume of information we can now collect with air 
sensors;  

 surveillance – ‘the systematic observation of aerospace, surface 
or sub-surface areas, places, persons or things, by visual, aural, 
electronic, photographic or other means’;12 and 

 reconnaissance, which complements surveillance by obtaining 
specific information about particular activities or resources. 

Air-based ISR 
Operations TELIC and HERRICK 

Pods designed for targeting have also proved their worth as reconnaissance 
sensors.  In Iraq in 2007, a Tornado crew used a thermal imaging system to 
find an insurgent hiding in reeds at night, directing ground forces to make an 
arrest.  Similarly, in Afghanistan, we have used otherwise non-productive 
transit and holding time to image pre-designated areas of interest for enemy 
activity such as the planting improvised explosive devices.  In 2011, Reaper 
remotely-piloted air system operators noticed the unusual appearance of a 
flat-bed truck travelling across a remote part of Helmand province.  The crew 
tracked the vehicle while a response force of US and Afghan forces was 
airlifted to establish a roadblock to intercept the truck.  The flat-bed lorry had 
a false bottom, concealing a weapons cache and 1,300 kg of opium and 
heroin, vital resources worth millions of dollars to the Taliban. 

314. We can increase the effectiveness of individual ISR capabilities by 
networking them into a system.  For example, the ‘scan-cue-focus’ model 
used on recent operations employs a wide-area sensor (such as the airborne 
stand-off radar carried by Sentinel R1) to cue the higher resolution but narrow 
field-of-view targeting sensors carried by combat aircraft on to points of 
interest.  The analogy is floodlight-searchlight-spotlight. 

                                      
12 AAP-06, NATO Glossary of Terms and Definitions, 2013. 
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315. We need to integrate cross-component capabilities into networked 
combat systems to counter the more complex or sophisticated threats that we 
may face in contingent operations.  In particular, we must exploit shared 
information to find, fix and finish fleeting targets with the most appropriate 
weapon system.  Remotely-piloted air systems are an integral component of 
our combat and ISR network.  However, the effects we create with manned 
and unmanned aircraft are essentially the same, so remotely-piloted air 
systems change the way that we deliver air power rather than its more 
fundamental outputs or capabilities. 

Delivering air power – remotely piloted air systems 

The importance of remotely-piloted air systems in delivering air power 
capability will increase, potentially in all four air power roles, as the 
technology matures.  However, current unmanned capabilities also have 
weaknesses, especially in contested air environments where their 
comparatively low speed and limited fields of view represent significant 
vulnerabilities.  This means remotely-piloted air systems will complement, not 
replace, manned aircraft until we develop effective unmanned combat air 
systems.  The most significant attributes are considered below. 

The operators of remotely-piloted air systems do not suffer from 
physiological and fatigue factors to the same extent as the crews of 
manned aircraft, as we can swap them over during a sortie if necessary.  
Also, remotely-piloted air systems do not need on-board life-support systems, 
so their payload is proportionally greater than for comparable manned 
aircraft.  These factors mean remotely-piloted air systems are persistent.  
They act as a force multiplier as they provide the presence that we could only 
otherwise achieve with several shorter-endurance aircraft. 

Early generation remotely-piloted air systems are highly specialised, 
limiting the scope of the missions they can fly.  They also cannot sense 
and avoid air traffic, so they are restricted to operations in segregated 
airspace.13  These constraints are being resolved by developing technology, 
although integrating remotely-piloted air systems with manned aircraft 
operations depends on changes to airspace regulation.  

                                      
13 Operations in non-segregated (international) airspace will take longer to resolve, both technically and legally unles a 
section of airspace is temporarily segregated for a specific operation. 
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There is no direct danger to the operators of remotely-piloted air systems14 
and we do not require a joint personnel recovery capability to support them.  

However, there are still political and military risks associated with their use.  
The nature of remotely-piloted air systems means operations may attract 
adverse media attention, while current air vehicles are highly vulnerable in 
contested airspace.15  Any losses are significant, because the cost of 
remotely-piloted air systems is increasing in parallel with their capability.  The 
necessary ground infrastructure, network links and logistic support mean total 
operating costs may match, or even exceed, those for equivalent manned 
aircraft. 

 

Role 3 – Attack (coerce) 

Purpose 

316. Control of the air provides the basis for all air operations, but the ability 
to attack lies at the heart of air power’s capacity to create influence by 
changing behaviours or the course of events.  In air power terms, air attack 
means: 

coercing16 an actual, or potential, adversary into changing or 
maintaining his behaviour to our benefit. 

Coercion has the subordinate ideas of compelling or deterring behaviour.17  
Air attack is coercive in the broadest sense of the term, because it creates 
tactical, operational or strategic effects through both the threat, and use, of 
force.18  So, air attack involves strategies to deter our adversaries, or compel 
them by disrupting their activities, destroying their resources and capabilities 
or, if necessary, defeating them.  We may use air attack to apply force 
directly, through lethal fires, or indirectly, by targeting an opponent’s will and 
understanding through information activities.  

                                      
14 However, even when operating from remote bases, force protection may still be required. 
15 Because they are relatively slow, unable to sense attack and lack effective counter-measures. 
16 Coerce is to persuade (an unwilling person) to do something by using force or threats.  Concise Oxford English 
Dictionary 12th edition, 2011. 
17 Joint Doctrine Publication (JDP) 0-01, British Defence Doctrine, page 116. 
18 Other descriptions of coercion draw a distinction between the threat and application of force.  For example, see       
JDP 0-01, page 1-20. 
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Coercive air power 
Operations DESERT SHIELD, STORM and UNIFIED PROTECTOR 

Air power’s ability to exert influence depends on coercion.  Deterrence is an 
important aspect of coercion. 

In August 1990, we deployed high readiness air assets to the Gulf region very 
soon after the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait.  The aim of Operation DESERT 
SHIELD was to deter any further Iraqi aggression, particularly an invasion of 
Saudi Arabia.  This display of force and resolve is also a good example of a 
non-lethal strategic air effect, as it bought time for us to assemble and deploy 
a joint task force by reassuring our regional partners in the coalition that 
formed after the Iraqi invasion.  We followed DESERT SHIELD with 
Operation DESERT STORM, which coerced Saddam Hussein by compelling 
his forces to withdraw from Kuwait.  A six-week air campaign so degraded 
Iraqi fielded forces that we quickly overwhelmed them with a short and 
decisive land offensive. 

In 2011, Operation UNIFIED PROTECTOR aimed to coerce the Qadhafi 
regime into complying with UN Security Council Resolution 1973 by forcing 
the Libyan dictator to stop perpetrating acts of violence against his own 
people.  Air power was the UK’s military tool of choice, primarily because of 
its speed of response, ubiquity, precision, reach and flexibility.  Using air 
power also satisfied the political imperative to avoid entanglement in a 
potentially ambiguous intra-state conflict.  Although air power in isolation did 
not force a change in behaviour, it successfully protected the Libyan 
population from attack while opposition groups overthrew the regime. 

Operations DESERT STORM, SHIELD and UNIFIED PROTECTOR illustrate 
the value of air power as a tool of coercion.  Air power provides flexible 
and easily scaled options to exert influence while limiting our own liability.  
These operations also indicate that air power is usually most effective 
when used with other forms of military force. 
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Targeting 

317. The success of air attack depends on: 

 reach; 

 penetrating enemy defences; 

 precision; and  

 matching effects correctly for targeting. 

However, the credibility of our coercive capability also depends on the 
political will to use force, articulated within a full spectrum targeting19 process.  
This is necessary to blend the complete range of lethal and non-lethal effects 
we create with a mix of capabilities, including space, ISR, physical attack, 
electronic warfare, cyber operations and information activities. 

Complementary attack effects 
Operation DESERT STORM 

Even non-precision counter-surface force operations may have very precise 
effects if we integrate them with information activities in the right operational 
circumstances.  For example, B-52 bomber raids during the Gulf War in 1991 
produced a psychological effect out of all proportion to the physical damage 
inflicted.  It was particularly successful as leaflets were also dropped telling 
the Iraqi ground forces what to expect from further attacks and how to 
surrender.  This proved to be highly effective.  Hundreds of Iraqi soldiers 
deserted – eagerly displaying their air-dropped ‘surrender passes’ – as soon 
as they had the opportunity to give themselves up to advancing coalition land 
forces. 

318. Traditional targeting processes are not appropriate for a full spectrum 
of effects.  This is because we are unlikely to delegate decision-making 
authority below the strategic level where there is the potential to create 
unforeseen or unwanted consequences.  For example, degrading a power 
grid through a non-lethal attack may disable an air-defence system, but it 
could also shut down a city’s hospitals unless we can accurately predict and 

                                      
19 A holistic approach to targeting, reviewing all targets together and apportioning action (lethal and non-lethal) in 
accordance with the campaign information strategy and desired behavioural objectives. JDP 3-00, 3rd edition, change 1. 
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contain the effects we create.  We use air-attack capabilities to target our 
adversaries through: 

 strategic attack; 

 counter-surface force operations; and  

 information activities. 

Strategic attack 

319. We aim strategic attack operations at our adversaries 
fundamental capability to wage war.  We may conduct strategic attack 
operations independently, or as part of a joint campaign.  Targets are set 
deep inside our adversaries’ structures or organisations.  They may include 
(but are not limited to) centres of gravity (such as leadership and command 
elements) critical war production resources or key supporting infrastructure.  
These may be located in the heart of enemy territory.  Strategic describes 
the effect we expect to create, not the location or range to the target, or type 
of weapon system/delivery platform we intend to use. 

Strategic attack 
Operation BABYLON 

In 1981, the Israeli Air Force launched a long-range pre-emptive strike 
against Iraq’s Osirak nuclear facility to deny the Iraqis the capability to 
manufacture nuclear weapons.  A mixed force of six F-15A escort fighters and 
eight F-16As (each carrying two unguided Mk 84 2,000lb bombs) flew over 
900 miles to strike the target deep inside Iraq, flying through Jordanian and 
Saudi Arabian airspace for much of the transit.  The reactor was completely 
destroyed, stopping Iraq’s immediate nuclear ambitions.  This is a classic 
example of an attack mission exerting strategic influence.  Here a target was 
destroyed to deny a key resource to a potential adversary. 
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Counter-surface force operations 

320. Counter-surface force operations include counter-land and counter-
sea operations.  We conduct counter-surface force operations to: 

 defeat our adversaries’ fielded forces; 

 destroy their supporting infrastructure; or 

 generate psychological effects to shatter their cohesion or 
will to fight. 

Counter-surface force operations are a force-multiplier as they enhance the 
potency of our land and sea capabilities.  This may allow us to achieve our 
objectives while minimising the risk of casualties to our own surface forces.  
The effect of properly integrating our air and surface capabilities to operate as 
a truly joint force is often overwhelming.  For example, adversaries cannot 
disperse to protect themselves from air attack if we simultaneously fix him 
with surface action. 

321. All-weather, precision air technology means counter-land operations 
now dominate conventional warfare.  In the 2003 Gulf War, air power was 
decisive in more than 15,000 engagements with the Iraqi Army.20  However, 
air attack is less decisive in irregular warfare, because we must use lethal 
capabilities with particular restraint in people-centred security and 
stabilisation operations, although non-lethal air power effects will still play an 
important role.  Counter-land operations comprise: 

 air interdiction, where we aim to defeat the enemy before he has 
closed with our own forces; 

 close air support, conducted when our own land forces are in 
contact with the enemy; and 

 strike, coordination and reconnaissance as a hybrid control of 
the air/intelligence and situational awareness mission. 

                                      
20 AP 3000, British Air and Space Power Doctrine, 4th Edition, 2009. 
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In contrast to air interdiction, the other elements of counter-land operations 
demand intensive air-land coordination to identify targets and minimise the 
risk of collateral damage or fratricide. 

322. Counter-sea operations apply air power in the high seas or the 
littoral by contributing to anti-surface warfare and anti-submarine warfare.  
We may use air capabilities to conduct maritime operations directly,21 or to 
enable and enhance surface and sub-surface capabilities by adding range 
and reach.  Like all air operations, counter-sea missions could be used to 
shape outcomes at every level of warfare – from tactical air support for 
maritime operations to contributing to a blockade (strategic effect). 

Air-delivered information activities 

323. Air-delivered information activities use non-lethal effects to 
influence an actor’s will and understanding.  They aim to affect 
perceptions and so shape behaviours and attitudes.  Coordinated by 
information operations,22 they comprise: 

 presence, posture and profile operations; 

 electronic warfare; and 

 cyber operations (as a related activity). 

324. Presence, posture and profile operations seek to create influence 
through non-lethal means rather than physically attacking our adversaries’ 
combat capabilities.  For example, air operations for psychological effect 
range from the presence provided by remotely-piloted air systems to inducing 
a shock effect by a show of fast-jet force or presence. 

                                      
21 Including control of the air. 
22 Information operations are a staff function which analyses, plans, assesses and integrates information activities. 
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325. Electronic warfare makes sure we can use the electromagnetic 
spectrum for our own purposes while denying our adversaries their freedom 
of manoeuvre.  It includes navigation warfare which assures access to 
externally derived position, navigation and timing data. 

326. Cyber operations are a related activity that creates military effects 
across cyberspace.  An adversary’s dependence on digital networked 
systems determines their offensive potential.  We consider cyber support for 
air operations in Chapter 4. 

Role 4 – Air mobility (move) 

Purpose 

327. The purpose of air mobility is to move.  Within this publication, air 
mobility means: 

deploying, sustaining and recovering military and civilian 
personnel and materiel by air. 

The speed and responsiveness of air mobility provides political 
flexibility, thereby offering options to create immediate strategic 

Air-delivered presence, posture and profile operations 
Information activities in Sierra Leone 

In 2000, we deployed 2 Squadron RAF Regiment by C-130 Hercules to 
Sierra Leone to conduct a parachute insertion exercise as a UK information 
activity.  Liberia’s then president, Charles Taylor, was orchestrating an 
insurgency in Sierra Leone.  He was due to meet key rebel leaders in secret, 
but abandoned the meeting after hearing rumours that British intelligence 
knew its location and that the parachute exercise was a ‘cover’ for a ‘snatch’ 
mission.  The short-notice cancellation was one factor that helped add to the 
growing distrust between Taylor and the rebel field commanders, drummed 
up by a much wider campaign of information activities and military 
intervention.  Eventually the alliance between Taylor and the rebels 
disintegrated, paving the way for peace in Sierra Leone. 
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influence.  For example, we can quickly deliver humanitarian aid to a natural 
disaster (sometimes directly to the point of need without the requirement for 
an interim port of debarkation).  It could also show immediate support for a 
key ally.  For example, C-17s were deployed to support Operation SERVAL, 
France’s deployment to Mali in early 2013. 

Principles 

328. Air mobility lies at the heart of the UK’s ability to achieve rapid effect 
through deploying spearhead forces.  At the operational level, air mobility 
supports ground operations, enabling manoeuvre and allowing us to 
dominate large areas with relatively few troops.  Tactically, it allows us to take 
the initiative and achieve surprise.  Air mobility is particularly important where 
moving on the ground is difficult (for example, poor terrain, bad roads or too 
dangerous23).  Transport aircraft are potentially vulnerable to air, and ground 
threats, due to their size, relatively slow speed and limited manoeuvrability, 
especially on final approach and departure from an airhead.  We can reduce 
this risk through providing: 

 sufficient control of the air; 

 timely intelligence; 

 appropriate basing strategies; 

 effective defensive aids; 

 force protection measures; and  

 using adaptive tactics.24 

Air mobility means we can move high-value personnel or spares rapidly, at 
very short notice.  It also provides bespoke support to Special Forces. 

329. We divide air mobility into: 

 air-logistic support; 

 air manoeuvre; 

 littoral manoeuvre; 

                                      
23Threat from ambushes, mines or improvised explosive devices. 
24 Adaptive tactics may include avoiding threat areas and setting patterns. 
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 personnel recovery; 

 air-to-air refuelling; and  

 special air mobility operations. 

 

 

Air mobility and influence – Operation MATURIN 

Delivering aid during a disaster relief operation 
following the earthquake in Pakistan 

We can use air mobility to achieve policy objectives and deliver strategic 
effects in a non-military context.  This may be through: disaster relief and 
humanitarian operations; promoting governance (by using communications 
aircraft); supporting economic development; or even by providing a service to 
evacuate civilian casualties. Operation MATURIN, the UK’s military 
contribution to the 
international earthquake 
relief effort in Pakistan 
during 2005, illustrates 
these principles.  The first 
NATO aircraft to arrive in 
the region was one of 
three RAF Hercules 
transport aircraft allocated 
to the relief effort.  These 
subsequently delivered 
25% of total inter-theatre 
humanitarian relief 
materiel, comprising tents, 
stoves and medical 
supplies.  We also transported two civilian helicopters to Pakistan by C-17 
and deployed three of our own Chinook helicopters to provide intra-theatre 
lift.  This was vital as most roads were impassable.  The Chinooks delivered 
1,670 tonnes of critically needed aid, and evacuated many homeless and 
injured people from the affected zone.  As well as satisfying the humane 
impulse to help those in need, Operation MATURIN signalled the UK’s 
support for a country of significant strategic interest. 
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Air-logistic support 

330. Inter-theatre airlift deploys logistic support from a firm mounting base, 
such as the UK, to airfields close to, or inside, the operational area.  We 
usually use large, fixed-wing aircraft, such as the C-17 for inter-theatre lift.  
These can fly directly into austere, forward operating bases if the need is 
urgent and we can manage the threats.  We can supplement military airlift 
with commercial capabilities when operating in benign air environments.  
Establishing an ‘air bridge’ is essential for sustaining deployed forces. 

331. Intra-theatre airlift provides air-logistic support within theatre, usually 
through hub-and-spoke operations from main bases (or forward logistic sites) 
to more remote forward locations, using tactical transport aircraft and support 
helicopters.  We can use precision airdrop for re-supply where there are no 
airstrips and support helicopter operations are unavailable or inappropriate.25 

Air manoeuvre 

332. Air manoeuvre refers to those: 

operations, conducted principally within the land tactical 
battlespace, aimed at achieving decisive advantage through 
exploiting the third dimension, within a joint framework as part 
of an integrated approach. 26 

Air manoeuvre aims to shape and sustain operations, or provide the decisive 
act.  It unites the fires and manoeuvre of air mobility capabilities (usually 
support helicopters) with combat elements (such as attack helicopters or 
fixed-wing combat aircraft) and surface forces within a combined arms and 
joint framework.27  The aim is to operate at high tempo to create shock 
and surprise.  Air manoeuvre may involve: 

                                      
25 For example, between May and December 2007, RAF C-130J Hercules conducted low-altitude missions to re-supply 
forward operating bases in Afghanistan using an air-dropped container delivery system.  Nearly 1,000 containers were 
delivered, containing 800 tonnes of food, water, ammunition, fuel, generators and even power-plants for armoured 
vehicles. 
26 Modified from Army Field Manual Volume 1, Combined Arms Manoeuvre, Part 12, Air Manoeuvre.  
27 Attack helicopters acting independently from other land forces to attack targets within the land area of operations are 
conducting attack missions, rather than air manoeuvre operations. 
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 air assault operations – inserting initial entry forces by 
helicopter; 

 airborne operations – inserting initial entry forces by parachute; 
and 

 air landing operations – inserting ground forces using fixed-wing 
aircraft.28 

Littoral manoeuvre 

333. Littoral manoeuvre describes: 

deploying, sustaining and recovering a landing force in hostile, 
or potentially hostile, environments, without recourse to 
harbours or airfields.29,30 

It unites capabilities in all three Service environments, including specialist 
amphibious shipping, the landing force and a tailored air group based on 
support and attack helicopters to provide air mobility and combat elements.  A 
helicopter landing ship currently provides the core of the amphibious force, 
including the command and control function.31  But, carrier-enabled power 
projection32 is key to our future littoral manoeuvre capability that may include 
fixed-wing combat elements. 

 

 

 

 

                                      
28 There is less risk of force dispersion or landing injuries in comparison to airborne operations, but a suitable operating 
strip must be available and the threat to the landing aircraft may be high. 
29 Littoral refers to the densely populated coastal belts that are possible locations for contingent operations. 
30 JDP 0-10, British Maritime Doctrine, page 3-18. 
31 This is usually a landing platform helicopter (LPH) ship, such as HMS Ocean with command and control priority being 
executed from a landing-platform dock (LPD) ship such as HMS Albion. 
32 Carrier-enabled power projection is an integrated and sustainable joint capability, interoperable with NATO that 
enables the projection of UK Carrier Strike and Littoral Manoeuvre power, as well as delivering Humanitarian Assistance 
and Defence Diplomacy.  This in turn enables a joint effect across the maritime, land and air environments at a time and 
place of political choosing. 
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Non-combatant evacuation in the littoral 
Operation HIGHBROW 

In July 2006, we mounted a non-combatant evacuation operation to rescue 
British and European Union nationals caught up in the Israeli-Hezbollah 
conflict in the Lebanon.  As Beirut International Airport had been bombed, we 
deployed a task group based on HMS Bulwark and HMS Illustrious to 
evacuate civilians from shore to ship.  We moved the majority of evacuees by 
boat, but the remainder were airlifted using embarked RAF Chinook support 
helicopters.  An RAF airborne warning and control system aircraft provided 
intelligence and situational awareness, helping to avert ‘green-on-blue’ 
incidents with Israeli aircraft.  The operation successfully recovered some 
4,500 people to safety, demonstrating ‘the ability of UK forces to respond to a 
complex and sensitive situation at short notice’.33 

Personnel recovery 

334. Air mobility also supports the moral component of fighting power 
through the timely recovery of isolated or injured personnel.  There are three 
categories of personnel recovery operations: 

a. Air-enabled, tactical casualty evacuation is often the only way 
to ensure that seriously wounded personnel receive specialist medical 
care quickly enough to preserve life.  A robust casualty evacuation 
capability is critical, both to maintain force morale and to meet public 
expectations for the standard of care provided to UK forces in combat.  

b. Strategic aeromedical evacuation uses air mobility to move 
patients to, and between, medical treatment facilities under medical 
supervision.  Our current strategic aeromedical evacuation operations 
typically involve repatriating ill or wounded service personnel to the UK 
from in-theatre medical facilities in specially equipped aircraft, with   
on-board medical support provided by a critical care air support team.   

                                      
33 MOD Annual Report and Accounts 2006-7, (July 2007), page 35. 
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c. We use joint personnel recovery to rescue personnel isolated 
from their own forces in combat or peacetime operations.  Air mobility 
is usually essential where the terrain is difficult or held by the enemy.  
Operations may be constrained without a robust joint personnel 
recovery capability.  For example, we may use stand-off weapons to 
avoid the risks involved in using manned aircraft to penetrate deep into 
enemy territory. 

Tactical casualty evacuation 
Operation HERRICK 

In Afghanistan, we have maintained an immediate response team at constant 
readiness for tactical casualty evacuation operations.  Based on a Chinook 
helicopter, the team typically comprises four aircrew, a medical emergency 
response team (of two doctors and two nurses), and four RAF Regiment 
gunners to provide force protection.  Evacuation may take place in contact 
with the enemy, and use Apache helicopters as escorts when the threat is 
high.  This capability means that casualties receive critical care from the point 
of extraction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘We are bringing the emergency department forward on to the 
helicopter. Soldiers who would have died are now surviving because 

of more advanced first aid and better emergency and pre-hospital 
critical care.’34 

                                      
34 Colonel Robert Russell, Professor of Emergency Medicine, Royal Centre for Defence Medicine. 
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Air-to-air refuelling 

335. Air-to-air refuelling is a crucial enabler and force multiplier.  We use it 
to extend the range, on-task time, or payload of receiver-capable aircraft.  
Air-to-air refuelling enhances our strategic and operational mobility and 
improves the persistence, availability and responsiveness of tactical air 
operations.  We can also use air-to-air refuelling to help mitigate access, 
basing and over-flight limitations that may otherwise constrain operations. 

Special air mobility operations  

336. While we may use all four air power roles to support Special Forces’ 
operations, responsive air mobility is particularly important for lightly equipped 
units operating in high-threat environments.  Special air mobility operations 
may involve a variety of covert and specialist techniques, such as high 
altitude, low opening and high altitude, high-opening parachuting. 

Section 2 – Air power enablers 

337. Delivering the four air power roles depends on enablers to prepare 
our air capabilities for operations as well as protect and sustain them 
when deployed.  Preparing them is largely the responsibility of the single-
Services, which provide trained and equipped force elements at appropriate 
states of readiness.  We need specialist force protection capabilities to 
protect our air assets deployed to land-bases, and air logistics to sustain 
them.35 

Air force protection 

Purpose 

338. Specialist force protection is critical to successfully delivering air power 
from land bases, both as an enabler, and as a direct contributor, to securing 

                                      
35 Sustaining deployed land-based air capabilities in theatre also depends on the enabling support provided by the 
assigned specialist Air Combat Support and Air Combat Service Support Units (ACSU and ACSSU). 
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control of the air.36  For the air environment, we define air force protection 
as: 

‘the coordinated measures by which threats and hazards to air 
assets are countered and mitigated in order to maintain 
freedom of air operations.’37 

Each of our Services has developed a different approach to force protection 
as a consequence of the environments in which they operate.  In the broader 
context, force protection includes protection or risk-mitigating activities such 
as: 

 airfield crash, fire-fighting and rescue; 

 environmental health protection; 

 information protection (including cyber defence, information 
security and operational security); 

 counter-intelligence; and  

 others.38 

Force protection training is also a key element of personnel readiness and 
pre-deployment training. 

339. Air capabilities are scarce, expensive and fragile, operating from 
relatively large, static bases that are generally difficult to disguise or relocate. 
As such, we need specialist, air-minded39 force protection capabilities to 
mitigate the strategic consequences that could arise from the loss of key air 
capabilities or our freedom to operate from bases as we choose.  Uniquely, 
as air power is projected from base areas in the UK and elsewhere, force 
protection considerations apply equally to non-deployed capabilities, and also 
to all air lines of communication to operational theatres.  

 

 
                                      
36 JDP 3-64, Joint Force Protection, page 1-9. 
37 AP 3241A RAF Force Protection for Air Operations: Concept of Operations, page 1-4. 
38 More information can be found in JDP 3-64, Joint Force Protection; AP 3241A RAF Force Protection for Air 
Operations; and AP 3002 Air Warfare. 
39 As described in AP 3241B, RAF Force Protection for Air Operations – Operations Manual, page 1-3. 
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Requirements 

340. We need an early-entry force protection capability at the outset of 
an operation to secure operating bases and enable us to deploy critical air 
assets to theatre.  This also provides the nucleus for a permanent force 
protection organisation with a command and control structure.  

341. We need to establish control of the ground defended area which 
should be considered an extension of the airbase, and may extend several 
kilometres from the perimeter fence.  The ground defended area is likely to 
be an area of responsibility within the Land Component Commander’s battle 
space.  As such, it creates certain obligations on the part of the Air 
Component Commander, but exercised by the base commander.  

Principles 

342. In configuring our force protection, we must do so in a way that 
enables air operations but does not prevent us from achieving the effects we 
need from air power.  Delivering effective air force protection involves 
specialist and non-specialist force units.  It also demands coherent doctrine, 
structures, equipment and training that are fully integrated into air operations 
planning, deployment, execution and recovery.  Air force protection is based 
upon robust, intelligence-led risk management processes.  Due to the 
strategic effect that tactical actions may have, air force protection is not only 
concerned with protecting personnel and equipment, but also with protecting 
our mission.  Air force protection is based upon four key principles: 

a. Centrality.  From the outset, we must consider the training and 
planning process and integrate it into all aspects of our air operations. 

b. Holistic approach.  Some air force protection capabilities are 
delivered by specialist force elements,40 but much of the capability and 
effort will come from non-specialist force elements.  Thus, we must 
include all force elements contributions41 when delivering it.  Air force 

                                      
40 For example: command and control; ground combat manoeuvre forces; ground-based air defences; chemical, 
biological, radiological and nuclear expertise; security; medical; and explosive ordnance disposal. 
41 Including private security companies, civilian contractors and host nations. 
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protection is not simply limited to the physical domain – we must also 
consider the cognitive and virtual domains in our measures. 

c. Unified command.  Given the diverse range of contributors to air 
force protection capability, it is essential that air force protection effort 
is commanded and led from a single point of air-minded force 
protection command, that is an integral part of the wider command and 
control organisation from the outset.  

d. Risk management.  We base air force protection upon 
intelligence-led risk management processes that strike the balance 
between protecting the mission and enabling air operations.  These 
processes also provide the senior commanders and risk holders with 
advice on operational risk and mitigation measures, thus helping us to 
make informed decisions. 

Force protection and control of the air 
Operation HERRICK 

In 2010, air force protection for Operation HERRICK was provided by a 
number of NATO nations.  It was organised and commanded by an RAF 
Regiment Force Protection Wing Headquarters.  In August 2010, insurgents 
launched a complex attack against Kandahar airfield.  The insurgents used a 
combination of capabilities42 to try to breach the airfield’s defences.  The aim 
was to destroy NATO aircraft and kill NATO personnel.  

The attack was initially detected by early warning radars manned by the 
Royal Artillery and the Bulgarian defence company manning the perimeter 
towers.  The response was immediate and decisive.  The attackers were 
engaged by small arms fire from the perimeter towers and also by US and 
Canadian units from inside the airfield.  Simultaneously, a quick reaction force 
from 51 Squadron RAF Regiment deployed in the ground defended area 
beyond the perimeter fence and engaged the insurgents with their vehicle-
mounted weapons. 

 
 
                                      
42 The insurgents used: indirect fire from 107mm rockets; a large vehicle-borne improvised explosive device; a five-man 
suicide attack team wearing explosive suicide vests and armed with assault rifles and rocket-propelled grenades; and a 
fire support and command group. 
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The vehicle-borne improvised explosive device was detonated short of the 
perimeter fence causing no damage to the airfield, and the attacking 
insurgents were all killed in the ensuing fire-fight.  The insurgent support 
group withdrew under fire and sustained at least one casualty.  No NATO 
personnel were injured and only minor damage was caused to the airfield 
perimeter fence.  A follow-up operation was conducted using multiple 
agencies to exploit the forensic evidence from the attack, and a counter-
information operation launched using Afghan media to highlight the defeat of 
the insurgents.  Post-attack recovery was conducted on base to locate the 
impact points of the 107mm rockets and carry out damage and casualty 
assessments.  Only minor damage was evident and no casualties were 
reported. 

This action illustrates the critical requirement for a holistic, effective and 
integrated air force protection capability and demonstrates that control of the 
air is always likely to be contested, even by adversaries lacking their own air 
capabilities. 

 

Air logistics 

Purpose 

343. Air logistics can be considered as: 

our ability to plan and execute the movement and maintenance 
of air forces.43 

Air logistics enables the air commander’s freedom of manoeuvre by 
delivering timely and assured support.  It is essential to operational 
success and we must factor it into air campaign planning at the outset.  We 
conduct air logistics operations using well-established principles and 
procedures.  But, we may need to be innovative so we can sustain contingent 
operations from remote land bases within an expeditionary context. 

 

                                      
43 Adapted from JDP 4-00, Logistics Support to Operations, 3rd edition. 
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Principles 

344. Air logistics is part of the joint support chain and uses the generic 
principles of military logistics operations.  However, air logistics has a 
particular dependency on reachback for the repair and replacement of high 
value, complex assets, driving a need for an efficient reverse supply chain 
linking into UK industry.  There are five key aspects of air logistics we need to 
consider.  These are responsiveness, attainability, sustainability, 
survivability and visibility. 

a. Responsiveness ensures support is available at the right time 
and place to meet the dynamic requirements of air operations.  This 
entails embedding logistics planning in the air estimate44 process at 
the outset, to make sure that proposed courses of action are viable. 

b. Attainability mitigates risk by establishing the minimum level of 
acceptable support, based on understanding the air commander’s 
intent and adding an appropriate degree of robustness, resilience and 
redundancy. 

Sustaining expeditionary air operations 
Operation UNIFIED PROTECTOR 

In 2011, we rapidly deployed RAF aircraft and personnel to five different 
overseas locations to support NATO operations over Libya.  This initial, rapid 
deployment required a flexible air logistics response.  Specialists from No. 
5001 Squadron constructed the aircraft shelters and environmentally 
conditioned armament storage facilities essential for maintaining and 
operating our air capabilities.  Personnel of No. 2 Mechanical Transport 
Squadron transported 1.3 million kilogrammes of freight by road to sustain 
the air effort, while No. 3 Mobile Catering Squadron provided 37,000 meals 
per month from its tented facilities. 
 

                                      
44 The joint air estimate is a planning tool that follows a generic structure of a systematic series of steps to formulate 
one or more courses of action to understand and meet the commander’s intent. 
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c. Sustainability ensures that an air campaign does not finish 
before it achieves its objectives.  This depends on the destination and 
distance to a theatre of operations, the predicted demand for materiel, 
and the likely duration of flying operations. 

d. Survivability is the ability to counter threats to the air logistics 
system, including the physical and virtual security of the industrial 
support chain.  Logistics elements are high-value targets that we must 
protect through a comprehensive defence plan. 

e. Visibility of air assets while in transit (both to, and from, theatre) 
and during storage at deployed locations is essential to ensure that we 
can satisfy demands and do not waste airlift capacity on assets 
already available in theatre. 

 

 

Enhanced Paveway III bombs 
in Italy ready for airlifting 

Finally, No. 93 (Expeditionary Armaments) 
Squadron provided specialist weapons 
preparation and storage capabilities.  This 
was a whole force effort, involving 
specialist reservists and reachback to 
industry in particular, so they could 
generate Typhoon air-to-ground capabilities 
ahead of schedule.  As the operation 
continued, routine elements of the logistic 
effort were able to be sustained by surface 
lift, but the flexibility provided by airlift 
remained vital, particularly in responding to 
surge demands for critical stocks such as 
weapons. 
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Section 3 – Air command and control 

Purpose 

345. Effective command and control is essential to delivering air power.45  
We vest command (of a force element, organisation or operation) in an 
individual to assign direct authority, responsibility and accountability.  Control 
describes the coordination of the activities necessary to achieve the 
commander’s intent.  We can facilitate command and control by using 
common procedures and doctrine and by adopting communication systems 
that enable us to share information simply and quickly.  However, the 
particular nature of air operations means we may be easily seduced into 
focussing on the technicalities of control at the expense of the principles of 
command.  Command and control is a human, not technical activity.  Only 
individuals can be held to account for their actions.  This means that the air 
commander’s leadership, initiative, imagination, knowledge, judgement 
and professionalism will ultimately determine success or failure. 

Principles 

346. Traditionally, we have exercised air command through a model of 
centralised control, decentralised execution.  Centralised control is 
essential to assure unity of command.  It means we can allocate and 
apportion inevitably scarce resources to meet commanders’ intent in line with 
the priorities they set.  Centralised control embodies the principle of    
strategy-to-task, ensuring that we use air assets as efficiently as possible to 
achieve the military strategic objectives set by higher authority.  However, 
while centralised control remains at the heart of air command and control, 
developing technology and the ubiquity of networked communications mean 
we can often choose to either centralise or decentralise execution authority,46 
depending on the specific circumstances of the campaign.  

347. Decentralising execution authority allows us to delegate certain 
command responsibilities such as engagement or weapons-release authority 
to aircrew on the spot.  This enables tactical self-synchronisation and 

                                      
45 Or more correctly, command, control, computing, communications and intelligence (C4I) given the emerging character 
of the air environment. 
46 We can only execute in the cockpit or at the console, whereas we can vest execution authority in the cockpit or 
console or at any command and control level above. 
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increases tempo by shortening the decision cycle.  It is the only feasible 
option for complex air campaigns with many assets in play, or where beyond 
line-of-sight communications are degraded or denied.  It also gives 
commanders the space to focus on command rather than control, and 
therefore remains the default ideal, although participating force elements 
must be capable of operating under mission command.47 

348. However, it may be necessary or desirable to centralise execution 
authority in certain operational circumstances.  These include: 

 small-scale missions, where the stakes are particularly high or 
where the highest-value assets are in play; 

 if the participation of unfamiliar, or less-capable, coalition partners 
makes it inappropriate (or unwise) to decentralise execution 
authority; and 

 if a lower-level decision-maker may not fully appreciate the link 
between tactical actions and strategic effects. 

Centralised execution 
Operation ENDURING FREEDOM 

Centralised execution is appropriate or even necessary in certain 
circumstances, but it may reduce operational tempo.  In October 2001, the 
operators of a US remotely-piloted air system pinpointed the location of the 
supreme leader of the Taliban, Mullah Muhammad Omar, in a convoy of cars 
fleeing Kabul.  As neither the remotely-piloted air system controllers nor the 
US Navy Fifth Fleet commander in Bahrain could authorise a strike, approval 
was sought from US Central Command in Tampa.  The ensuing delay 
allowed Mullah Omar to escape.48 

349. We now deliver air power through a more flexible model of air 
command and control.  This is centralised control, adaptive execution, where 
we delegate execution authority to the point where the best level of 
understanding is available.  We may decentralise it to the cockpit or console, 

                                      
47 Mission command confers an ‘absolute responsibility to act, or in certain circumstances, not to act, within the 
framework of a superior commander’s intent’.  JDP 0-01, British Defence Doctrine, paragraph 509. 
48 Testimony of William C Banks before the Subcommittee on National Security and Foreign Affairs, Committee on 
Oversight and Government Reform, United States House of Representatives, 28 April 2010. 
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or centralise it at the appropriate environmental headquarters or above.  To 
choose the most appropriate degree of delegation, we prioritise command 
and control in the air estimate, crystallising the analysis of requirements into a 
clear and unambiguous statement of commander’s intent.  The air 
commander must constantly review the degree of delegation.  In politically 
ambiguous or dynamic operations, we may need to adapt air command and 
control by directing execution authority upwards or downwards for different 
environments, specific phases of the campaign, particular missions, or even 
for different targets within the same sortie. 

Adaptive execution 
Operation UNIFIED PROTECTOR 

In Operation UNIFIED PROTECTOR, authority to execute attacks was 
delegated, at different times, to: the combined joint task force headquarters; 
combined air operations centre; joint tactical air controller teams on maritime 
patrol aircraft; or the cockpits of strike aircraft.  Centralised control, 
adaptive execution suited this operation, but it also highlights two particular 
challenges with adaptive models of command and control. 

When we centralised execution at the combined air operation centre, the 
speed of communication was critical for time-sensitive-targets.  We passed 
target locations as GPS coordinates or in verbal code, as secure 
communications were not available to all coalition aircraft.  There was also a 
risk of errors in transmission, or misunderstandings through language 
difficulties.  This made centralised execution a lengthy process, especially if 
we had to relay messages through third-party agencies.  There was also a 
risk that the ground picture could change before our aircraft were ready to 
attack. 

In contrast, decentralising execution authority exploited the ‘eyes-on’ 
advantage available in the cockpit.  However, it was sometimes difficult to 
determine the point of best understanding.  On one occasion, aircrew were 
convinced they could identify pro-regime forces attacking civilians, and 
requested permission to intervene.  However, the combined air operations 
centre withheld execution authority, as it had access to credible, near real-
time human intelligence that did not indicate a pro-regime presence in the 
area.  It subsequently transpired that anti-regime forces had mistakenly 
engaged each other. 
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Requirements 

350. National commitments and multinational obligations determine the 
UK’s requirements for air command and control.  We need to consider three 
aspects: permanent command structures, deployable entities and 
contributing to component command within a joint force structure. 

351. A permanent air element of national command and control is 
necessary to enable us to meet our standing commitments (notably air 
defence and missile warning) along with allies and partners.  We also need a 
standing air command and control element to exploit air power’s capability to 
react to contingencies rapidly, particularly by projecting influence and power 
with immediately available capabilities or forces in place. 

352. We require deployable air command and control to enable UK-
only or UK-led operations.  This includes an air command and control entity 
able to act as an air component headquarters, or potentially, provide the core 
of a joint task force headquarters for a simple operation with an air focus.  We 
need to generate and train air staff (including individual augmentees) to 
provide air expertise in other deployed headquarters and meet policy 
requirements for concurrency. 

353. Finally, we need to contribute to traditional models of component 
command within a joint force structure, where we exercise command and 
control through a Joint Force Air Component Commander (JFACC), or 
contribute to a combined air operations centre.  This is the default for 
complex, multinational operations with a significant span of control.  It is also 
the most likely model of non-permanent air command and control that we will 
encounter. 
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The Joint Force Air Component Commander 

In most operations, the Joint Force Commander (JFC) appoints a JFACC 
(usually from the Service or nation contributing the most air assets) to 
command air operations.  The JFACC is responsible for: 

 developing a joint air operations plan (based on the air estimate) 
to achieve the objectives set by the JFC;  

 recommending apportionment of the air effort to the JFC, based 
on the progress of the campaign and after consulting the other 
component commanders;  

 allocating and tasking available assets through an air operations 
directive; 

 acting (when delegated) as the airspace control authority and air 
defence commander; 

 executing joint air operations as directed by the JFC;49 

 serving as a supporting commander for specified land and/or 
maritime operations; 

 acting as the supported commander for counter-air, strategic 
attack and theatre ISR operations and the JFC’s overall air 
interdiction effort;50 and 

 assessing the results of joint air component operations at the 
tactical and operational levels. 

Capabilities 

354. The Joint Force Air Component Headquarters provides deployable 
air command and control.  It supports the designated JFACC as a fully 
deployable headquarters with core staff held at high readiness.  It can 
operate with host-nation support, from sea-based facilities, or from austere 
locations. 

                                      
49 These may include: counter air, land and sea operations (including integrated air and missile defence); strategic air 
operations; ISR operations; air mobility; information operations; and personnel recovery. 
50 As supported commander, the JFACC has authority to designate target priority, effects and timings across the joint 
operational area in accordance with the JFC’s guidance. 
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355. For land-based deployments, we organise force elements into 
expeditionary air groups and expeditionary air wings.51  We usually 
deploy a single expeditionary air group to each theatre of operation, 
commanded by a senior UK airman.  We establish expeditionary air wings at 
any subordinate deployed operating bases to sustain air operations.  They 
replicate the command and control structure and the other enabling elements 
found at UK main operating bases in an expeditionary construct.  However, 
the guiding principle is that our national air command and control 
structures must be interoperable with NATO architecture, processes 
and doctrine wherever possible.  This is because it is easier to withdraw 
UK command and control entities from a NATO framework for national 
operations than to force-fit bespoke national command and control systems 
back into a NATO structure for the more likely case of alliance operations. 

The air commander 

356. The different operational circumstances mean we must prepare 
commanders and air staff (of all three Services) for two eventualities. 

a. Operating to component-based structures of command involves 
both leadership52 and the more likely case of ‘followership’ within 
coalitions.  Although we unify joint force elements under a UK national 
contingent commander, they will operate within separate environment 
components under commanders who may be of any nationality.53 

b. In contrast, we may conduct small-scale, UK operations with a 
flatter and more integrated command structure using embedded 
environmental staff rather than separate components.  In this 
case, air commanders must have the confidence, knowledge and 
credibility to exercise direct command of assigned force elements 
(from all three Services) within a joint task force headquarters 
construct. 

                                      
51 Headquarters Air Command, Concept of Operations for Expeditionary Air Wings, 3rd edition. 
52 Potentially as joint task force commanders, joint force air component commanders and national contingent 
commanders. 
53 Although it should be noted that the UK’s NATO Response Force contribution includes responsibility for providing the 
JFACC and their headquarters.  In this case, the JFACC would also act as the national contingent commander. 
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357. To meet these requirements, air commanders and staff must be 
capable of operating intuitively at both joint and multinational level.  They 
must also be comfortable with the demands of information-dominated warfare 
and full-spectrum targeting.  This requires a sound understanding of 
national and multinational doctrine and a shift in emphasis from control-
based methods of air operation to a greater emphasis on command.  It 
also involves a firm grasp of developing technology and, particularly, the 
ability to exploit the information it delivers. 
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Chapter 4 – Applying air power 

‘The historiography of modern conflict suggests that the side 
that fails to employ its air power to best effect tends to be the 
side that is defeated.’ 

Dr David Jordan 

401. In the previous three chapters, we explored the nature of air power 
through its key attributes, examined how its character reflects the strategic 
context and considered how it delivers effects through its four fundamental 
roles.  In this chapter, we assess how we can apply air power within a 
joint, multinational and inter-agency operating environment.  We begin 
by assessing how we integrate air power at the operational level through the 
joint action model.  Next, we consider the specific interfaces between air and 
land, sea, cyber and space.  Finally, and as a concluding summary, we map 
the attributes of air power against the principles of war. 

Section 1 – Cross-domain integration1 

402. Air-led campaigns may achieve the desired outcome in specific 
circumstances.  However, the complementary strengths and weaknesses of 
different forms of power mean that our air capabilities are usually most 
effective when integrated with other environmental capabilities within a 
joint action framework. 

403. Joint action is neither a capability nor an activity in its own right.  
Instead, it describes how we orchestrate information activities, fires, outreach 
and manoeuvre to affect an actor’s will, capability or understanding.  Its 
central objective is to create influence – and we may contribute to this 
through any, or all, of the four air power roles.  The key is the relationship 
between information activities and fires, where we use lethal and non-lethal 
air effects to coerce an opponent by attacking his will, understanding or 
physical capabilities in ways informed by our intelligence and situational 
awareness capabilities.  We enable joint action through exploiting air power’s 
speed and reach, secured by the freedom of manoeuvre provided by control 
of the air. 
                                      
1 In this context, integration means combining different force elements, capabilities or activities into a coherent whole to 
create the effects or outcome desired. 
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404. Joint action implies the use of military capabilities but can be 
multinational and may involve coordination or integration with the activities of 
other government departments.  The effects of joint action are also likely to 
impact on a wide range of other actors, including non-governmental 
organisations.  Consequently, we may need to influence not just our 
adversaries, but also a range of actors, including our own population and 
forces, allies, civilian partners and regional audiences so we can preserve 
our freedom of action. 

Creating influence through joint action 
Operation PALLISER 

In May 2000, the government of Sierra Leone was struggling to contain a 
burgeoning insurgency.  The UK felt compelled to act before the capital, 
Freetown, fell to the Revolutionary United Front rebels.  We airlifted an initial 
entry force (the spearhead battalion was 1st Battalion, the Parachute 
Regiment into theatre, initially to help evacuate UK nationals using four RAF 
Chinook support helicopters.  However, we required a wider spread of 
capabilities when the mission expanded to help the government of Sierra 
Leone stabilise the security situation.  The aircraft carrier HMS Illustrious and 
an amphibious ready group were diverted from nearby exercises and were 
deployed within sight of shore for psychological effect.  We used embarked 
Fleet Air Arm Sea Harriers and RAF Harriers for intelligence, surveillance and 
reconnaissance (ISR) missions and low-level shows of force.  These 
information and outreach activities were designed to intimidate the rebels and 
reassure government forces and the local population.  Meanwhile, the Fleet 
Air Arm and RAF helicopters provided air and littoral manoeuvre and air 
logistics support capabilities.   

This operation provides a good example of the way we can integrate 
complementary air, land and sea capabilities within a framework of joint 
action.  In this case, information activities, outreach and manoeuvre were as 
important as fires.  Air mobility allowed us to deploy a small, but focused, land 
capability into theatre quickly enough to create immediate influence.  Sea-
based air capabilities provided assured heavy firepower and logistic support 
without increasing the number of personnel ashore or creating a more 
pronounced political footprint. 
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405. Joint action involves closely integrating complementary capabilities 
across the different Service environments.  For the last decade, we have 
focused on air-land integration in counter-insurgency operations, but this is 
not sufficient for complex contingencies where we may operate along and 
across, more than one environmental boundary.  For example, operations in 
the littoral require air, sea and land integration, enabled by space capabilities 
and related cyber and electronic warfare activities.  Our conceptual focus 
must therefore shift from bi-lateral cooperation to genuine, cross-domain 
integration, where a joint and multinational approach is intuitive and 
automatic.  We now consider the specific issues involved at the interface 
between the different Service environments.  

Section 2 – Air-land integration 

Purpose 

406. Air-land integration is necessary to maximise the benefit of the 
synergy2 and combat power we can create by coordinating and synchronising 
complementary air and land capabilities.  In this publication, we describe air-
land integration as: 

the orchestration and application of air and land capabilities to 
create desired joint warfighting effects within a defined area of 
operations in accordance with the commander’s intent. 

Air-land integration encompasses all of the processes we use to plan, 
coordinate, control and de-conflict the activities of the air and land 
components within a given battlespace. 

Principles 

407. The twin pillars of air-land integration are the timeliness and 
assurance of air support.  This depends on mutual trust and understanding, 
based on robust (and ideally secure) communications; particularly in dynamic 
combat situations where there is no clearly defined front line.  Operations in 
Iraq and Afghanistan have reinforced the need for properly qualified air 

                                      
2 Synergy is ‘the interaction or cooperation of two or more organisations, substances or others agents to produce a 
combined effecter greater than the sum of the separate parts’, Concise Oxford English Dictionary, 11th edition. 
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liaison staff at every level.3  Most fundamentally, forward air controllers 
organised within tactical air control parties4 act as the direct interface 
between the users and providers of air power.  Working with irregular forces 
or militias poses particular challenges, and Special Forces capabilities are 
often most valuable within this context. 

Adaptive air-land integration 
Operation UNIFIED PROTECTOR 

The particular circumstances of Operation UNIFIED PROTECTOR meant 
that traditional methods of air-land integration were sometimes impossible.  In 
particular, political and military constraints on deploying joint tactical air 
control (JTAC) teams in theatre sometimes made it difficult to identify 
potential targets positively.  Persistent ISR provided by remotely-piloted air 
systems filled some of the gaps in awareness, but there were protracted 
periods of poor weather that curtailed unmanned aircraft operations. 

Several NATO air forces responded by flying JTAC teams on maritime patrol 
aircraft.  This was highly effective, and the Joint Force Air Component 
Commander delegated authority for positive target identification and collateral 
damage estimation to the maritime patrol aircraft/JTAC combination on a 
case-by-case basis.  In command and control terms, this meant the maritime 
patrol aircraft were effectively acting as a remote combined air operations 
centre, providing decentralised direction to attack aircraft. 

408. Air planning is essential to make efficient use of scarce assets 
across an entire theatre of operations.  Although we must plan 
apportionment well in advance, the air tasking order creates the framework to 
provide timely, assured support.  We constantly adjust the air tasking order 
throughout its 72-hour cycle to respond to users’ needs and we can build in 
additional flexibility.  For example, we can allocate a number of aircraft to hold 
readiness (on the ground or in the air) for on-call tasking.  However, non-
specialist users of air capabilities may not understand the responsiveness 
inherent in the air tasking order cycle, so air staff officers must educate and 
reassure.  The inherent agility of air power also means we can re-task assets 
to meet urgent operational needs, in mid-sortie if necessary. 

                                      
3 Air Publication (AP) 3002 describes the full range of air liaison posts at every level from sub-tactical to operational. 
4 Known as joint tactical air controllers (JTAC) in NATO terminology. 
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Responsive air power 
Operation HERRICK 

In early 2012, two Tornado GR4s were on patrol over Kandahar supporting 
an International Security Assistant Force operation.  We re-tasked them in 
mid-sortie to the Pakistani border region, where two groups of heavily armed 
insurgents had launched an attack on a coalition command post.  Both 
aircraft refuelled en route to extend their endurance, and accelerated to the 
combat area following reports that the situation was becoming desperate.  As 
Taliban fighters closed in, one of the Tornados delivered two precision-guided 
bombs against separate targets in close proximity to our own forces under 
direction from the JTAC team, who confirmed the success of the attack and 
reported that the surviving insurgents had fled. 

This is one of many examples demonstrating the agility and reach of air 
power.  It would simply be impossible to flex organic, surface-based firepower 
assets from one end of a theatre of operations to the other in time to meet a 
similarly critical need.  This tactical action therefore serves to reinforce air 
power’s value as a responsive, agile, operational-level asset. 

409. Airspace control is an increasingly important aspect of air-land 
integration because organic air assets operated by surface forces are 
increasing.  For example, in Afghanistan, tactical remotely-piloted air systems 
have conflicted with other air traffic in the lower airspace.  Consequently, 
effective battlespace management is vital and may result in segregation or 
detailed integration of airspace.   

410. Effective cross-domain integration depends on mutual empathy, 
built on trust and understanding.  In the past, this has proved to be a 
perishable commodity once the impetus of direct combat is removed.  As we 
shift our military posture, we must seek to maintain the standard of air-land 
cooperation achieved in Afghanistan while broadening the base of integration 
to include sea, space and cyber capabilities.5 

 

                                      
5 We are most likely to achieve this by embedding a culture of permanent integration through a continued commitment to 
joint doctrine, education, training and exercising. 
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Operational air power in irregular warfare 

One of air power’s most significant attributes in irregular warfare is its role as 
a force multiplier.  We can use air capabilities to maximise the effectiveness 
of military force by providing concentrated fires, the freedom to manoeuvre 
across a theatre of operations and a comparative advantage in information.  
This was explained by a former commander in Afghanistan who said that a 
considerably larger number of troops would be required to provide the same 
effect without air power: 

‘Air and space power provides the asymmetric advantage over 
the Taliban such that no matter where they choose to fight, 
coalition forces can bring to bear overwhelming firepower in a 
matter of minutes.’6 

However, air capabilities are powerful, and we must use them with 
understanding and sensitivity.  We may encounter difficulties if we use air 
power as a substitute for other forms of power, rather than to multiply the 
value of military force by enabling and enhancing other effects and 
capabilities.  If we deploy inadequate ground forces in stabilisation operations 
there is a risk that commanders will compensate by relying on air-delivered 
fires to exert influence.  This may be counter-productive in people-based 
counter-insurgency campaigns. 

Section 3 – Air-sea integration 

Purpose 

411. Air-sea integration maximises our ability to use air and sea 
capabilities to enable and enhance the combat potential of each.  Air-sea 
integration is described as:  

the orchestration and application of air and sea capabilities to 
create desired joint warfighting effects within a defined area of 
operations in accordance with the commander’s intent. 

                                      
6 Lieutenant General Karl Eikenberry, former Commander Combined Forces Command Afghanistan 2006-2007, quoted 
in NATO’s Future Joint Air and Space Power, April 2008, page 4. 
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Air-sea integration is necessary for many potential contingent operations, 
particularly where we face complex anti-access and area denial threats that 
we must counter with effects that we cannot create in a single operating 
environment. 

Principles 

412. The air and sea have much in common in terms of scale and strategic 
scope.  Control of the sea, like control of the air, is an essential prerequisite 
for environmental freedom of manoeuvre.  The outcome of sea campaigns, 
like air campaigns, may depend on the accumulation of a series of tactical 
effects and activities.  Sea capabilities also provide different and 
complementary ways of projecting power to land-based air capabilities.  For 
example, carrier-enabled power projection7 provides the means to apply 
air capabilities ‘at sea and from the sea’.8 

413. Although the air and sea have some conceptual similarities as 
operating environments, the practicalities of air-sea integration depend on 
interoperability; both of individual platforms, and the overall combat system.  
For example, we would have to counter a theatre ballistic missile threat at the 
systems level through a mix of cross-domain capabilities aimed at: 

 identifying and locating the launching site; 
 targeting the missiles at source; and  
 protecting the joint force from incoming attack. 

This means we must network information across components within a 
command and control environment which allocates and orders 
complementary capabilities to best effect. 

 

 

                                      
7 Carrier-enabled power projection is an integrated and sustainable joint capability, interoperable with NATO that 
enables the projection of UK Carrier Strike and littoral manoeuvre power, as well as delivering humanitarian assistance 
and defence diplomacy.  This in turn enables a joint effect across the maritime, land and air environments at a time and 
place of political choosing. 
8 Joint Doctrine Publication (JDP) 0-10, British Maritime Doctrine, 2012. 
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Complementary capabilities: carrier-enabled power projection 

An aircraft carrier at sea represents a sovereign capability independent of 
basing permissions from host nations.  This is why carrier-enabled power 
projection is a key component of our future response forces, because it 
allows us to establish a mobile 
military presence over a wide 
range of locations, often with only 
a limited political commitment.  

The UK’s future carrier-enabled 
power projection capability is 
based on the Queen Elizabeth 
Class (QEC) aircraft carriers, 
nested within a response force 
task group.  This will be fully 
interoperable with the US and our 
other most important allies, with 
the easily scaled and configured 
air group offering a broad spectrum of effects in the three maritime and four 
air power roles.  It delivers a carrier strike9 function through an air group 
focused on control of the air and attack capabilities.  The emphasis in littoral 
manoeuvre and special forces operations, while still encompassing control of 
the air and attack, tends to place greater emphasis on move and inform 
effects. 

We can use carrier-enabled power projection to exert influence by supporting 
international engagement (as either a deterrent or symbol of national power), 
to help deliver maritime security, or as a platform for joint or coalition 
warfighting operations.  Potential missions range from spearheading early-
entry forces, through high-intensity combat operations, to humanitarian aid 
and disaster relief.  Depending on scale, intensity and context, we may use 
carrier-enabled power projection alone, or to precede or complement land-
based air deployments by providing extra surge capacity.  Delivering carrier-
enabled power projection capability depends on collective training and close 
integration across environmental boundaries. 

An artist’s impression of F35B Lightning II 
aircraft operating from a QEC carrier 

                                      
9 Carrier strike is a joint package (QEC, Lightning II and Crowsnest) that is capable of delivering effect across all 
components as part of the Joint campaign.  Notwithstanding the demands and constraints of specific missions, or of a 
particular operating environment, the embarked fixed wing and rotary wing air group must be capable of delivering the 
full range of effects from both a sea and/or land base. 
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Cross-domain interoperability: Operation UNIFIED PROTECTOR 

In 2011, we based Army Air Corps Apache helicopters on HMS Ocean to 
support NATO operations over Libya.  This deployment highlights the need 
for our force elements to train and equip to operate within each other’s 
command and control structures and physical operating environments.  The 
Apaches were not adapted for sea basing, so they were operated under a 
limited emergency clearance.  Also, there were procedural challenges 
involved in operating army aircraft (with crews used to being controlled by a 
land headquarters in Afghanistan) from a navy asset with tasking coming 
through an air headquarters (the NATO Combined Air Operations Centre at 
Poggio Renatico).  Originally, we had intended to operate Apaches routinely 
within such wider, combined air operations, but broader training opportunities 
were lost with the understandable focus on Afghanistan.10 

This example reinforces the need to design cross-domain interoperability into 
our platforms, sensors and weapons to provide the greatest agility across 
Defence.  At the systems level, a network of distributed synthetic trainers will 
be important to promote and retain necessary cross-domain expertise.11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Exercise JOINT 
WARRIOR in 2012 
involved Army 
Apache and RAF 
Chinook 
helicopters 
operating from 
HMS illustrious.  
Such exercises 
help to build on the 
lessons identified 
on operations. 

                                      
10 Royal United Service Institute (RUSI) Occasional Paper, Cross-Domain Operations and Interoperability, July 2012. 
11 For example, the Air Battlespace Training Centre at RAF Waddington makes an important contribution to air-land 
integration for operations in Afghanistan. 
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Section 4 – Air-cyber integration 

414. This section examines the purpose, potential and principles of air-
cyber operations on a generic, unclassified basis.  It does not describe the 
UK’s specific intentions, capabilities or requirements. 

Purpose 

415. Networked systems enable our military capabilities across all 
operating environments.  Cyber capabilities growing importance offers 
opportunities to target adversaries with similar dependencies, but it also 
means we must identify and protect our own potential weaknesses.  Air-cyber 
integration may involve cyber operations supporting air operations, or air 
operations supporting cyber operations.  We describe air-cyber integration 
as: 

the orchestration and application of air and cyber capabilities to 
create desired joint warfighting effects in the physical or virtual 
battlespace in accordance with the commander’s intent. 

Principles 

416. We divide cyber operations supporting air operations into defensive 
and offensive air-cyber operations. 

a. Defensive air-cyber operations protect the systems we rely on 
to support our air capabilities.  These functions include: command and 
control; maintenance; air logistics; mission planning and support; 
intelligence; air traffic; air defence; and communications. 

b. Offensive air-cyber operations actively target our adversaries’ 
cyber capabilities to enable air operations.  For example, a computer 
network may be attacked to degrade an integrated air defence system 
so that otherwise vulnerable air assets can penetrate hostile airspace.  
However, offensive cyber capabilities are usually tailored against 
specific networks.  This takes time and may not match the dynamics of 
an air campaign.  Also, the effects are uncertain, as the weapon will 
not have been used before the first strike.  Finally, it is essentially a 
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‘one-shot’ capability, as our opponents will patch the target system to 
prevent further attacks against the same node.  These factors mean 
that offensive cyber support is likely to be reserved for only the most 
significant air operations. 

417. Air-cyber integration also involves air effects used to support cyber 
operations.  For example, we can physically attack selected nodes to force 
our adversaries to revert to networks that we know we can attack or exploit 
using our cyber capabilities.  This means we must coordinate our activities 
through a full-spectrum targeting process to manage the indirect 
consequences.  For example, a tactical operation to destroy a bridge as part 
of an operational level, air interdiction campaign may inadvertently undermine 
a higher-value, strategic cyber operation if the structure is carrying fibre 
optics supporting networks that we have successfully compromised. 

Section 5 – Air-space integration 

Purpose 

418. Space services provide vital enabling capabilities in every Service 
environment – and air power has particular dependencies on them.  Air-space 
integration could be considered as: 

the orchestration and application of air and space capabilities to 
create desired joint warfighting effects in a given area of 
operations in accordance with the commander’s intent. 

We describe space principles in Part 2. 

Section 6 – Applying air power to the principles of war 

419. The ten principles of war are the foundation for all our military 
activities.12  We can map the attributes of air power against them to 
summarise how we apply air effects within the joint campaign. 

 

                                      
12 DCDC, JDP 0-01 British Defence Doctrine, 4th edition, page 2-3. 
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1. Selection and maintenance of the aim is achieved by adaptive air 
command and control based on the principle of unity of purpose.  Although 
we direct execution authority to the most appropriate level, centralised control 
is essential to ensure we meet the priorities set by the joint force commander.

2. Maintenance of morale is supported by all four air power roles 
because they reduce risks.  Control of the air enables our freedom of 
manoeuvre without fear of enemy air attack.  Air mobility provides support, 
sustainment and rapid aeromedical evacuation if required.  Intelligence and 
situational awareness guards against uncertainty and surprise.  Finally, attack 
assures precise firepower is available when required, and reduces the risk of 
casualties to our own surface forces. 

3. Offensive action is inherent to air power.  The core attributes of 
speed and reach, coupled to lethality and precision mean that we may 
use air capabilities to support proactive military strategies where we seize the 
initiative.  This is why ‘offence is the essence of air power.’13 

4.  Security is also supported by all four air power roles.  Air power 
protects the joint force by enabling its freedom of manoeuvre (control of the 
air and air mobility), building its understanding (intelligence and situational 
awareness) and providing even light forces with access to overwhelming 
firepower if required (attack). 

5. Surprise is accomplished through air power’s ability to induce 
shock and confusion through overwhelming air attack from any direction, or 
by supporting surface manoeuvre through sudden and unexpected air 
assaults.  Conversely, the capability of air assets to inform helps to deny 
surprise to our adversaries by warning us of their dispositions and intentions. 

6. Concentration of force is an inherent attribute of air power, realised 
by its speed, reach and ubiquity.  We can also use air power’s precision to 
concentrate effects rather than mass. 

7. Economy of effort is enhanced by air power’s ability to secure, 
inform, coerce and move.  These functions multiply the effects created by 
other capabilities and may give even a small force, good combat potential. 

8. Flexibility is provided by the range of effects air power offers, the 
ease with which it can be scaled, and the way the point of application can be 
switched within, and between, theatres of operation.   

                                      
13 Attributed to General Hap Arnold, commanding US Army Air Forces 1941-46. 
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9. Cooperation is essential to effective air operations.  We may use air 
power in isolation, but is most effective when used within a joint, 
multinational and inter-agency operating environment. 

10. Sustainability of military operations is enabled by control of the air 
and air mobility, allowing us to secure and exploit secure lines of 
communication.  Air power’s force-multiplier effect may also allow us to 
reduce our surface footprint.  This could significantly enhance our political 
ability to sustain operations at an acceptable cost. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



There is real strategic value to be gained from the 
purposeful use of space that in turn can only enhance 

and enable other, more traditional forms of state power.

Dr John Sheldon
The Strategic Rationale for Britain in Space, 2010

Part 2
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Part 2 
Key point summary – UK space power 

The UK has significant civil, commercial and military dependencies on space 
that impact our defence capability and wider national security interests 
(paragraph 502). 

UK space power exerts influence in, from, or through space (paragraph 503). 

Multinational and civil-military collaboration is essential to assure our 
continuing access to space.  We depend on our allies and the services 
provided by commercial partners rather than on our own sovereign, military 
space capabilities (paragraph 610). 

Space provides us with critical capabilities.  So, we must integrate space 
factors within doctrine and our military planning processes to make sure that 
critical vulnerabilities are protected (paragraph 611). 

The UK practises three space power roles, each linked to an associated 
primary effect.  These are: 

 space force enhancement – enables and enhances the 
effectiveness of our other military and non-military capabilities 
(paragraph 702); 

 space support – essential to support our space capabilities 
(paragraph 717); and 

 space control – assures our access to space and, if necessary,  
disrupts our adversaries’ freedom of manoeuvre (paragraph 718). 

Space situational awareness is critical to our own security interests.  It also 
enables us to contribute to the international effort to make space a safe and 
more secure environment (paragraph 720). 

Our military dependency on space is set to increase (paragraph 802).  

We face increasingly space-aware adversaries.  We must understand their 
intent, capabilities and the implications for operations, and then plan to 
deceive, disrupt or deny their freedom to use space as they choose 
(paragraph 804). 
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Chapter 5 – The nature of space power 

‘Space power will be a critical feature of the new, multi-polar 
world order, just as sea power was in the nineteenth century.’ 

Dr John Sheldon 

501. In this chapter, we consider the enduring nature of space power.  We 
begin by explaining the importance of space and defining space power.  Next, 
we describe the boundaries, status and physical nature of the environment.  
Finally, we examine the key attributes of space power. 

Section 1 – Defining space power 

502. Space is both a physical operating environment and an enabling 
domain.  Consequently, it represents a source of power and influence in its 
own right.  The UK, like all modern states, depends on space services for 
everything from informing foreign policy decision-making down to day-to-day 
functions, such as enabling financial transactions and operating the power 
grid.  About 90% of the UK’s military capabilities depend on space, principally 
for communications and position, navigation and timing functions, but also for 
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR).1  The UK also has a 
strong commercial space sector that makes an important contribution to the 
economy.2  The extent of our military, civil and commercial interests explains 
why the National Security Strategy identifies ‘disruption to information 
received, transmitted or collected by satellites’ as a Tier 2 security risk.3 

 

 

 

 

                                      
1 Assistant Chief of the Air Staff, in evidence to House of Commons Science and Technology Committee, January 2007. 
2 The UK space industry contributed £3.6 billion to gross domestic product in 2011 and employed 24,000 people directly 
and another 80,000 indirectly.  It enjoys 6% of global market share in the space sector. 
3 HM Government, A Strong Britain in an Age of Uncertainty: the National Security Strategy, (London: the Stationary 
Office), October 2010. 
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Military dependencies – a day without space 

We could not sustain military operations in their current form without space 
capabilities.  ‘A day without space’ means no effective strategic 
communications, severing direct command and control links with our joint and 
coalition partners and limiting our reachback capability, including our ability to 
operate remotely-piloted air systems.  Without accurate position, navigation 
and timing, information, we lose our beyond-line-of-sight Blue Force Tracking 
capability.  We have to manually survey all our systems and navigate using 
map and compass, while our all-weather, precision-strike capability is 
severely degraded.  Collateral damage increases as we revert to non-
precision and laser-guided bombing and we cannot communicate securely at 
the tactical level without the cryptographic techniques enabled by an accurate 
time signal.  Our limited ISR capabilities prevent us from preparing the 
battlespace effectively and we find it difficult to select the highest-value 
targets or conduct timely battle damage assessment.  We cannot plan 
effectively without accurate weather forecasting and operations are riskier 
without warning of extreme events or conditions.  As we cannot track and 
monitor supplies, or predict traffic, our logistics train becomes increasingly 
difficult to sustain.  Our ability to provide early warning of ballistic missile 
launches, or to track and monitor missiles in flight, is severely degraded.  
Even our morale is affected, as welfare calls cease. 

503. Our dependence on space suggests that space power is more 
significant than simply a way of collecting intelligence or transmitting 
data.  Instead, we can use space to maximise the influence we create with 
our diplomatic, military and economic networks of power, especially by 
supporting informed decision-making.4  As we use space capabilities not only 
to enhance and enable sea, land and air power, but also to deliver effects and 
influence more broadly in support of the national interest, we define UK 
space power as: 

exerting influence in, from, or through, space.5 

The military element is just one component of the UK’s space power 
capability.  Our strong commercial sector, the access we enjoy to our allies’ 

                                      
4 Dr John Sheldon, ‘The Strategic Rationale for Space, RUSI Journal, Vol. 155 No. 6, December 2010, page 31. 
5 New definition. 
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capabilities and our civil and scientific expertise are all arguably more 
important contributors. 

Section 2 – The space environment 

Boundaries 

504. There is no distinct physical boundary between the Earth’s 
atmosphere and space.  This means it is difficult to define exactly where 
space starts.  An altitude of 100 km (the Karman Line6) is often used, with 
the 80 km gap down to 20 km (66,000 feet), the highest practical level for 
conventional aviation, termed as near-space.  However, spacecraft cannot 
maintain orbit below 150 km because of atmospheric drag and frictional 
heating, so we also use the closest point of a space vehicle’s approach to 
Earth (its perigee) as a more flexible alternative definition for the start of 
space.7 

Legal status 

505. Defining the boundary of space is important because of the legal 
implications for military activities.  Aircraft flying over a state operate within its 
sovereign airspace and are subject to national jurisdiction and sanction.  In 
contrast, we regard space as part of the global commons8 and spacecraft 
may operate regardless of national boundaries.  The principle of non-
sovereignty is enshrined in the 1967 Outer Space Treaty.9  This aims to 
promote the peaceful use of space for the benefit of mankind, although 
certain military activities are allowed.  The key provisions are listed below. 

 Weapons of mass destruction may not be stationed in orbit, 
although conventional weapons may be stationed in space and 

                                      
6 The Karman Line is an arbitrary boundary set by the Federation Aeronautique Internationale, between the Earth's 
atmosphere and outer space. 
7 The UK’s position is stated in the Law of Armed Conflict: ‘For practical purposes, it can be said that the upper limit to a 
state’s rights in airspace is above the highest altitude at which an aircraft can fly and below the lowest possible perigee 
of an earth satellite in orbit.  The result is that anything in orbit or beyond can safely be regarded as in outer space’.  
Joint Service Publication 383, Law of Armed Conflict, paragraph 12.13. 
8 ‘Areas that are potentially accessible to any and all actors, be they state, non-state, or individuals’.  MNE7, Space: 
Dependencies, Vulnerabilities and Threats, DCDC, 2011, page 1-1. 
9 Over 100 states have signed the treaty, although not all have ratified it.  See United Nations Treaties and Principles on 
Outer Space (New York: United Nations, 2002). 
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nuclear weapons passing through space (but not achieving orbit) 
are permitted. 

 Military bases, weapons-tests or military manoeuvres are not 
allowed on the moon or other celestial bodies, although such 
activities are not regulated in orbit. 

 A launching nation maintains sovereignty and jurisdiction over any 
manned spacecraft, and a satellite remains the property of its 
owner, even after the end of its operational life. 

Hazards 

506. Space is a harsh operating environment.  Satellites may encounter 
hazards including: 

a. Meteoroids.  Meteoroids may collide with the Earth or anything 
orbiting it. 

b. Space weather.  The sun’s activity causes space weather, 
including solar flares, coronal mass ejections and radiation storms.  
Enhanced solar activity can heat and expand the Earth’s upper 
atmosphere, increasing drag and disturbing satellite orbits.  The solar 
wind is always present, comprising a stream of charged atomic 
particles.  Over time, this may cause radiation damage to a satellite’s 
sensors and solar panels.  Energetic particles associated with the 
solar wind can also penetrate electronic components, corrupting 
computer memory and degrading electronic circuits. 

c. Debris.  Debris can come from disintegrating satellites and 
launch vehicles.  
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The effects of space weather on Earth 

Space weather also creates effects on Earth.  The solar cycle has a period of 
about 11 years, with activity peaking after the solar maximum.  The last 
maximum took place in 2003 and our dependency on the technologies 
affected by space weather has increased markedly in the interim.  This is why 
the UK’s 2012 National Risk Register adds ‘severe space weather’ to its five 
highest priority risks of civil emergency.10  Space weather may cause 
geomagnetically-induced currents in long, electrically conducting systems 
such as power grids, pipelines and signalling equipment. 

A solar storm in 1989 caused Canada’s Hydro-Quebec electricity network to 
fail completely, leaving six million people without power for nine hours.  
Electronic control systems, high-frequency radios and satellite navigation and 
communication systems may also be affected.  On 5 November 2003, a solar 
event disabled the Federal Aviation Authority’s GPS augmentation system for 
thirty hours, curtailing air operations across North America. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Solar flare activity captured by NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory during 2012 

                                      
10 The Cabinet Office, National Risk Register for Civil Emergencies, 2012 edition, January 2012, page 20. 
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Orbits 

507. Satellites move predictably according to fundamental physical laws.11  
These determine the parameters of an orbit, including the period (the time 
taken for one complete orbit), the satellite’s speed around the orbit and its 
track over the ground.  Any orbit represents a compromise between imagery 
resolution and: the power required for data transmission against coverage; 
dwell time;12 and the interval between repeat visits to specific points on the 
Earth’s surface.  Figure 5.1 illustrates the most widely-used orbits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 – Orbits  

                                      
11 Principally Kepler’s laws: see DCDC, The UK Military Space Primer, June 2010, pages 1-14 to 1-43. 
12 The period when a point on the Earth’s surface remains in view of a satellite’s sensor or antennae array. 
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Section 3 – Space power attributes 

508. Our dependence on space capabilities flows from the strengths of its 
unique attributes.  There are four strategic attributes of space.  These are:  

 global perspective;  

 global access;  

 global presence; and  

 strategic depth. 

In turn, these create three additional attributes:  

 versatility; 

 ubiquity; and  

 persistence. 

Strategic attributes 

509. Space represents the ultimate high ground.  The unparalleled vantage 
point offers a global perspective of the Earth’s surface, allowing us to scan 
the horizon and provide early warning of approaching threats. 

510. As there is no sovereignty in space and an almost unlimited choice of 
orbit-types, we can use space to obtain global access to any point on the 
surface of the Earth, regardless of terrain or national boundaries.   

511. Satellites in geosynchronous orbits provide a truly continuous 
presence but other orbits provide dwell times varying from minutes to hours.  
We can establish presence by revisiting points of interest (at intervals 
determined by the period of the orbit and its ground trace), or by using a 
constellation of satellites.  The persistent global presence offered by space 
is not matched in any other Service environment.  It means space capabilities 
are usually ‘first on the scene’.  As such, they can provide imagery of troop or 
refugee movements; monitoring illicit weapons programmes; imaging natural 
disasters; or detecting the heat plume from a ballistic missile launch. 
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512. A combination of space power’s first three strategic attributes – global 
perspective, access and presence - creates the fourth: strategic depth.  At 
the most basic level, this simply provides resilience and redundancy for 
terrestrial capabilities.  For example, communications satellites can replace 
or supplement a degraded terrestrial telecommunications network.  More 
fundamentally, space capabilities enhance our strategic depth by buying us 
time to prepare.  Satellites performing tasks such as ballistic missile launch 
early warning, reconnaissance and signals intelligence provide early 
indications of a wide range of activities across the globe.  This directly 
supports the central aim of the National Security Strategy ‘to prevent conflict 
and avert threats beyond our shores’.13 

Additional attributes 

513. Space power is versatile because its products have dual or multiple 
uses: satellites provide services simultaneously to many different users.14  
Any future satellite programme funded by the UK government is likely to be a 
civil-military enterprise with broad applicability across a range of policy 
functions. 

514. The versatility, global presence and global access of satellites create 
the attribute of ubiquity.  Satellites will be on-station over a zone of crisis 
before an expeditionary force (or disaster-relief services) can arrive.  We can 
obtain access to space capabilities anywhere, even with the most basic 
equipment.15  This is vital where the terrestrial infrastructure is poor or non-
existent.  In this sense, space power is genuinely ubiquitous. 

515. Space power provides persistence.  Typically, we measure the orbital 
life expectancies of satellites in years or even decades, and satellite 
navigation and communication constellations provide a constant and 
continuous service across the globe. 

                                      
13 HM Government, A Strong Britain in an Age of Uncertainty: the National Security Strategy, (London: the Stationary 
Office), October 2010, page 9. 
14 For example, satellite navigation systems, such as GPS, are critical for the delivery of precision-guided munitions, but 
also provide the navigation and timing data essential for civil logistics and telecommunications. 
15 Such as a GPS receiver, satellite phone or laptop with internet. 
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Constraints 

516. Space power also has limitations that we must acknowledge and 
manage.  The most significant are: 

 cost; 

 vulnerability; 

 predictability; and 

 limited responsiveness of some space systems. 

517. Historically, the cost of space capabilities is high.  Traditional rocket 
launching is expensive and large satellites are complex to develop, build and 
operate.  However, micro- and nanotechnologies are miniaturising satellites 
and their payloads, offering more affordable options.16  Moreover, the 
expanding commercial sector presents opportunities for collaboration and 
partnership by buying services rather than developing military-owned and 
operated capabilities. 

518. The vulnerability of satellites is linked to their predictability.  
Satellites operate in a harsh environment, but we cannot maintain them while 
they are on-station and repairs are limited to switching on back-up systems.  
They follow predictable orbits, are difficult to conceal, and have a limited 
ability to manoeuvre away from threats.  Additionally, they depend on network 
links for control and data transmission.  Satellite failures may be: 

 sudden or gradual; and  

 predictable or unexpected.   

This means it may be very difficult to determine the exact cause of a 
malfunction.  Threats include: 

 natural and man-made hazards, such as space weather and 
debris; 

 

                                      
16 Small satellites provide relatively basic but operationally useful and rapidly improving capabilities, and can be 
designed and built far more quickly and cheaply than traditional space vehicles.  Their small size and low weight means 
they can be rocket-launched as part of a shared payload to spread costs, or potentially, even air-launched. 
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 technical failures, including hardware and software faults; and  

 malicious attacks on the satellite, its ground segment or 
associated command and control links. 

519. We can mitigate some of these vulnerabilities.  A developed space 
situational awareness capability provides early warning of the risk of 
collision.  It also helps us to attribute a reason (and possibly responsibility) for 
failure.  Electronic and physical hardening reduce the effects of space 
weather or the consequences of collision and encryption and anti-jamming 
techniques help protect network links from interference.  However, these 
measures come at a price, and many commercial or dual-use capabilities 
may not be fully secure or hardened. 

520. Global presence means space power is first on the scene, but its 
responsiveness is limited.  It is generally difficult to generate extra space 
capacity within operationally useful timescales, either to meet surges in 
demand or to replace a satellite denied by enemy action, natural hazard or 
technical failure.  Manoeuvring an existing satellite into a new orbit is 
possible, but this shortens operational life, as we cannot replenish the 
onboard fuel supply.  We cannot design and build replacement satellites 
quickly and we rely on third-party launch capabilities, so a slot may not be 
available when we need it.17 

 

                                      
17 However, small satellite technology and air launching may enable us to develop viable operationally responsive space 
concepts in the future, where we can quickly launch low-cost satellites with basic capabilities and limited life expectancy 
to meet specific operational needs. 
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Chapter 6 – The character of space power 

‘If land, sea and air forces were somehow deprived of their 
ability to communicate with the space-based systems orbiting 
over their heads, the effect would be fully comparable to the 
most catastrophic battlefield defeat.  To that extent, space war 
already exists’. 

Professor Daniel Moran 

601. In the previous chapter, we explored the basic nature of space power.  
In this short chapter, we consider how its character reflects the strategic 
context before assessing the implications for UK space power. 

Section 1 – The context for space operations 

602. Space is neither empty nor benign.  Increasingly, it is congested, 
cluttered, contested, connected and constrained as an operating 
environment.1 

Congested 

603. Congestion in space is intensifying, not only because of the sheer 
number of satellites, but also because they are concentrated in the most 
sought-after orbits.  Well over 50 nations have launched satellites or are in 
the process of doing so,2 while commercial companies and other non-
governmental international organisations operate growing numbers of 
satellites for various purposes.3 

Cluttered 

604. The risk of collision is increasing because of the growing 
problem of space debris.  Except in the lowest orbits (which are subject to 
atmospheric drag), objects endure in space almost indefinitely.  Even flecks 

                                      
1 These terms are drawn from DCDC’s, Future Character of Conflict, 2010. 
2 Including Iran, Kazakhstan, the United Arab Emirates, South Africa, Nigeria, Brazil and Argentina. 
3 As of April 2013, there were approximately 1,175 active satellites in orbit and a further 5458 either inactive or in 
decaying orbits.  The total number of individually tracked items in orbit including debris numbered 39,149.  
(http://celestrak.com/satcat/boxscore.asp accessed 15 April 2013). 
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of paint may cause significant damage at orbital speeds.4  Substantial clouds 
of debris may also remain after collisions between satellites or activities such 
as anti-satellite tests.5  There is a growing danger of a Kessler effect,6 a 
chain-reaction of debris events that would render some orbits untenable.7  

Contested 

605. Our dependency on space makes it an increasingly attractive 
target.  State and non-state actors understand they can disrupt command 
and control systems, information networks and modern economies by 
denying space capabilities.  Jamming or spoofing satellite communications or 
position, navigation and timing signals are the most common forms of attack.  
For example, Iran routinely jams television broadcasts from Europe8 while an 
outlawed religious group has jammed nationwide evening television 
broadcasts in China.9  Some states have developed capabilities to attack 
satellites in orbit physically, although this may be counter-productive if an 
attack produces debris that threatens the perpetrator’s own satellites.  
China’s direct-ascent anti-satellite test in 2007 was the biggest single debris-
creating event in space history, putting over 3,000 observable objects into 
low-Earth orbit. 

Connected 

606. Space is inherently collaborative and the boundaries between 
civil, military and commercial activities are blurred.  While national space 
programmes are often prompted for reasons of prestige, the commercial 
sector is driven by the race for market-share and is rapidly overtaking the 
state sector in capability, resources and expertise.  The plethora of 
multinational players means we must assume that all our potential 
adversaries (both state and non-state) will enjoy access to space services, 
from commercial if not foreign military sources.  The UK’s vibrant space 

                                      
4 For example, a 0.2mm fleck of paint cratered the windscreen of the space shuttle Challenger during flight STS-7 in 
1983. 
5 On 10 February 2009, a collision between the Iridium 33 and Cosmos 2251 satellites created 1275 pieces of 
observable debris. 
6 A scenario in which disintegrations or collisions between objects in low earth orbit result in a cascade effect with each 
collision generating space debris which increases the likelihood of further collisions. The consequent saturation of orbits 
with debris could render space exploration, and even the use of satellites, unfeasible for many generations. 
7 The US currently tracks over 22,000 objects bigger than 10cm in low-earth orbit. 
8 Luke Baker, EU Ready to Act on Iran Satellite Jamming – Draft’, Reuters, 19 March 2010.  
9 Florence Chan, Falungong Sabotages Chinese Satellite TV, Asia Times Online, 26 March 2005. 
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industry10 is transnational.11  Shared payloads are common and we depend 
on third-party nations for launching capabilities, while UK companies provide 
and operate space services and products for overseas military, civil and 
commercial users on a market basis.12  This provides opportunities to for us 
to cooperate more widely and obtain affordable access to shared space 
capabilities, but there are also potential risks in terms of the security, 
sovereignty and assurance of space services. 

Constrained 

607. The Outer Space Treaty constrains our military activities in space 
but, like most space law, is open to interpretation.  There is also no process 
to enforce compliance.  Some states argue that surface-based anti-satellite 
interceptor systems comply with the treaty.  Others advocate the principle of 
space as an entirely weapon-free environment and choose to limit the scope 
of their own space operations to encourage and influence other states to 
follow suit.  Similarly, emerging space-faring nations are competing for 
bandwidth, frequency allocation and the most desirable orbits.  However, 
there are few binding regulatory mechanisms available to promote a 
collaborative approach to manage these issues. 

Section 2 – UK space power 

Structure 

608. In 2010, we created the UK Space Agency to bring together our civil, 
commercial and military interests in space.13  In parallel, we are developing a 
national space security policy to ‘address all aspects, both military and civil, 
of the UK’s dependence on space.’14  A clear demarcation of roles and 
responsibilities is necessary.  Although the RAF is the de facto environmental 
lead for Defence (and retains most of the UK’s military space knowledge and 
expertise), space is a joint enabler and appointments, requirements and 

                                      
10 UK Space has grown by an average 10.2% pa since 1999.  In 2011, it contributed £3.6Bn to the UK’s GDP. 
11 For example, Astrium (which provides the space vehicle for the UK’s Paradigm SATCOM system is owned by France 
(40%), Germany (27%) and UK (27%). 
12 For example, Surrey Satellite Technology Limited (SSTL) provides and operates a military intelligence, surveillance 
and reconnaissance space capability for Nigeria. 
13 Preceded by a civil space strategy, primarily focused on increasing space revenues. 
14 HM Government, Securing Britain in an Age of Uncertainty: the Strategic Defence and Security Review, (London: The 
Stationary Office, October 2010), page 65. 
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resources are spread across different agencies, government departments, 
and military commands. 

Requirements 

609. Our current Defence space vision is ‘to have sufficient assured access 
to space-based capability to maximise and sustain effectiveness across 
Defence.’15  This means we must determine what capabilities are 
sovereign to assure their delivery, and where we can take more risk, by 
relying on access to our allies’ capabilities or commercial sources.  
Currently, the UK’s only indigenous military space capability is the Skynet 
secure satellite communications system, run by a commercial enterprise 
through a private finance initiative.  Otherwise, we depend on the US for 
space products and services, supplemented by European or commercial 
systems where necessary. 

Collaboration and cooperation 

610. Although our relationship with the US is critical to provide access 
to space services, the US’ own requirements are increasing while its focus 
is shifting towards Asia-Pacific and away from some areas of previously 
shared strategic interest.  The US is also actively seeking to broaden the 
basis of its partnerships in space.  This means we can expect to cooperate 
more widely (on both a multinational and civil-military basis) to assure access 
to the space products we need. 

Doctrine 

611. Space provides us with critical capabilities and under certain 
circumstances could be our centre of gravity.  We disregard it at our peril.  
We must ensure that we integrate space doctrine into our military planning 
processes and consider space as a factor when developing joint campaign 
objectives and courses of action.16 

                                      
15 MOD Space Strategy, UK Space Vision, dated 27 October 2008. 
16 All seven military tasks outlined in the Strategic Defence and Security Review rely on space-based capabilities, but we 
imply this dependency rather than specify it.   
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Chapter 7 – Delivering space power: space roles and missions 

‘Space capabilities allow warfighters to see with clarity, 
communicate with certainty, navigate with accuracy, strike with 
precision and operate with assurance’. 

General Robert Kehler 
Commander-in-Chief US Strategic Command 

701. We may conduct military operations through space and in space.  In 
the future, military space transport operations may be possible, but 
operations through space are currently limited to the temporary passage of 
ballistic missiles.  The UK retains an interest in manned spaceflight, but for 
scientific rather than military purposes.  We therefore only conduct operations 
in space with unmanned satellites.  In this chapter, we consider how the 
satellite-based space services we need are delivered.  The doctrine broadly 
reflects the US’ taxonomy of roles and missions to facilitate cooperation with 
our most significant source of space capability.1  The UK recognises three 
space roles, each linked to an effect or output.2  These are: 

 space force enhancement – enables and enhances the 
effectiveness of other military and non-military capabilities; 

 space support – launches and supports our assets in space; and 

 space control – assures our access to space and, if necessary, 
deceives, disrupts or denies our adversaries their freedom of 
manoeuvre.  

Section 1 – Space force enhancement (enhance) 

702. Space force enhancement is a force multiplier that enhances the 
combat potential of the joint force.  Our current ‘way of war’ projects power 
through deployed expeditionary operations enabled by reachback and 
precision effects.  This model depends almost wholly on space services and 
bearers.  However, although we use space capabilities to enable almost 
every aspect of our military and non-military capabilities, this is often 

                                      
1 See US Joint Publication 3-14, Space Operations. 
2 The US practises a fourth role, space force application, to apply space power against terrestrial targets, but this role is 
not currently practised by the UK. 
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transparent to the user making it difficult for us to acknowledge our full 
dependency on space.  There are five enhancement missions: 

 intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance from space; 

 missile warning; 

 environmental monitoring; 

 satellite communications; and 

 position, navigation and timing. 

Intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance from space 

703. Surveillance from space capabilities was developed after the loss of 
Gary Powers’ U-2 reconnaissance aircraft in 1961.  This event demonstrated 
the risks involved in operating air-breathing platforms in hostile airspace.  The 
freedom of manoeuvre and global access provided by satellites were obvious 
advantages in comparison.  Surveillance from space is an essential 
component of our ability to inform.  Rapidly developing sensor technology 
means we can use it for an almost limitless number of purposes, supporting 
not only military operations and wider cross-government activities, but also 
non-government and the commercial sectors. 

704. The usefulness of space-based imagery largely depends on its 
resolution (the ability to distinguish a target from its surroundings).  Even 
commercial electro-optical imagery allows us to distinguish one metre-sized 
objects, while 50 cm (‘half-metre’) resolution, previously a highly classified 
military standard, is also available.3  We can use commercial products to 
supplement over-tasked military capabilities, but we must be aware that our 
adversaries can also procure comparable imagery.  Temporal and spectral 
resolution is also significant, determining our ability to detect changes over 
time and to compare and contrast points of interest at different wavelengths 
of light.4 

705. Civilian and military agencies use radar imagery provided from space 
extensively.  Although synthetic aperture radars need a sizeable energy 

                                      
3 For example, the GeoEye-1 satellite collects images at 41cm resolution. 
4 More detail is given in DCDC’s Military Space Primer. 
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source, we can use them to collect information at night and through cloud.  
These radar systems provide relatively high-resolution imagery of ground 
features or, in other modes, detect moving targets such as ships. 

706. Signals intelligence is highly classified.  However, capabilities such as 
the Search and Rescue Satellite system illustrate how we can use space-
based sensors to identify and accurately locate the position of transmitters 
using a particular radio frequency, in this case the international distress 
frequency.  We can also track ships from space through their automatic 
identification system transmissions, which is useful in anti-smuggling and 
terrorist operations. 

707. We can use space-based capabilities to detect nuclear detonations 
relatively easily.  Such distinctive explosions have: a characteristic infra-red 
profile; a burst of gamma and x-rays; and an accompanying electromagnetic 
pulse.  Nuclear detection payloads are hosted on a variety of satellites, 
including the GPS constellation. 

Missile warning 

708. Missile warning is closely linked to space control and space situational 
awareness.  In the 1960s, the US and its allies developed space-based 
surveillance systems to detect the infra-red signature of ballistic missiles in 
the boost phase.  The US Defense Support Program is currently being 
replaced by the Space-Based Infra-Red System for this purpose.  These 
systems provide global coverage and predict: 

 missile flight-paths; 

 likely target areas; and 

 time to impact from initial detection data.   

We can also use this capability to support tactical operations,5 or for wider 
purposes, such as detecting forest or building fires. 

                                      
5 For example, during the 1991 Gulf War, the Defense Support Program was used to detect Iraqi SCUD theatre ballistic 
missiles, providing tactical warnings as well as cueing and targeting data for anti- missile operations. 
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709. After initial detection, we may track missiles as they climb above the 
radar horizon with capabilities such as the ballistic missile early warning 
system hosted at RAF Fylingdales.  Although missile warning is an important 
space mission, ballistic missiles only pass through space during the cruise 
phase of their flight profile and will be intercepted by surface-based systems.  
Consequently, we classify ballistic missile defence as a defensive counter-
air mission.6 

Environmental monitoring 

710. Space-based capabilities provide data on meteorological, 
oceanographic and space environmental factors that may affect the 
operational planning and tactical execution of military activities.  Over 50% of 
the meteorological data we use is now collected from space, providing routine 
forecasting and terrestrial and space weather warnings.  We use synthetic 
aperture radar to track phenomena as diverse as weather fronts and the 
height and speed of waves; while electro-optical, multispectral and 
hyperspectral imagery measure everything from water vapour and 
temperature to cloud-cover and volcanic ash.  This provides joint force 
planners with operationally significant information on sub-surface, surface, 
and air conditions.  These may include beach conditions, vegetation, land use 
and even the ability to carry traffic. 

Satellite communications 

711. The ability to communicate beyond line-of-sight7 is an enduring military 
requirement.  Limited power and terrain- or horizon-masking restrict most 
radio communications.  Although we may use high frequency radios to extend 
transmission range, these are prone to atmospheric interference, need large 
antennae arrays and suffer slow data-rates.  We can overcome many of 
these problems by using satellite communications to relay radio signals 
through space.  The specific military uses of satellite communications include: 

 using strategic communications as our backbone communication 
system between our home base and deployed forces; 

                                      
6 Ballistic missile defence is considered in Part 1, paragraph 309. 
7 Often abbreviated as BLOS. 
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 controlling unmanned or remotely piloted air systems; 

 broadcasting information into and out of a theatre of operations; 

 disseminating intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance data; 

 using situational awareness systems, such as Blue Force 
Tracker;8 and 

 using them for welfare communications. 

712. Satellite communications up-link a signal directly from a hand-held 
transceiver or a remote ground station connected to the normal terrestrial 
communications network.  We process the received signal at the satellite to 
remove background noise and then rebroadcast it on a different down-link 
frequency. 

713. The military demand for satellite communications is growing.  One 
option is to buy capacity from the growing commercial sector and only 
procure the minimum capability we need to assure our sovereign requirement 
for secure communications.  Commercial bandwidth also provides 
redundancy if our military systems fail or are degraded.  However, security 
risks increase if military communications are borne by commercial satellites 
hosting foreign payloads; also, the service cannot be guaranteed.  We are 
most likely to need extra capacity for short-notice activities such as disaster-
relief and crisis interventions, but these also drive demand in the media and 
non-government sectors.  At peak periods, commercial providers will give 
priority to whoever is prepared to pay the most.9 

Position, navigation and timing 

714. Almost all of our current military capabilities depend on satellite-based 
position, navigation and timing functions.  The most important applications 
include: 

 all-weather, precision guidance for weapons and munitions; 

                                      
8 This is a GPS-enabled system that provides military commanders and forces with location information about friendly 
military forces. 
9 In March 2011, the US Department of Defense faced 300% price increases when it renewed contracts with its 
commercial space-communications suppliers.  MNE7, Space: Dependencies, Vulnerabilities and Threats, DCDC, 2011, 
page 4-12. 
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 personnel and platform navigation; 

 survival radios that automatically report location; 

 mine location, fixing and clearing; 

 cryptography and anti-jamming techniques, using accurate timing 
information to encode and synchronise frequency-hopping radios; 

 radar timing; and 

 data-link management based on allocating and synchronising 
small and precise time slices for broadcasts. 

715. The most widely used global navigation space system is the US’ 
global positioning system (GPS).  GPS is a space-based radio-positioning 
and time-transfer system that provides accurate position, velocity and time 
information to an unlimited number of users.  It employs a constellation of at 
least 24 satellites in medium-Earth orbit, ensuring that 3-4 are always visible 
anywhere in the world.  GPS has civilian10 and encrypted military modes.  We 
use local ground transmitters to pass correction factors where we need 
greater accuracy, for example in GPS-based aircraft precision-approach 
systems. 

716. The spread spectrum technique used to transmit GPS data means 
the power of the received signal is very low.  Consequently, a jammer 
radiating less than one watt of energy may stop us receiving GPS signals 
across an area of several kilometres.  We can use steerable antennae arrays 
to maintain the satellite signal and reduce the jamming effect, but this is 
expensive and few civilian GPS receivers enjoy such protection.  Alternatives 
to GPS are emerging that use broadly similar techniques.  These offer the 
opportunity to spread the risk of individual system failure and jamming or 
interference by taking the best signal from one or more systems.11 

 

 

 

                                      
10 The accuracy is normally 15m or better, but can be degraded on a regional basis for security reasons. 
11 These include Galileo (Europe), GLONASS (Russia and India), Beidou/ COMPASS, (China), IRNSS (India) and QZSS 
(Japan). 
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Section 2 – Space support (support) 

717. Space support is an enabling role.  It allows us to support space 
operations by launching satellites and then maintaining and sustaining them 
in-orbit.  It comprises spacelift operations and satellite operations. 

a. Spacelift operations deliver satellites, payloads, and material 
into space.  Rocket launching is usually required to achieve orbit.  The 
best launch sites are located close to the equator, where rockets can 
be fired eastwards over the sea to maximise the benefits of the Earth’s 
rotation and minimise the risk of collateral damage should the launch 
fail.  The UK space sector depends on international, third-party 
launch capabilities.  These are usually commercial, providing a 
pragmatic and affordable solution available on a market-basis, but 
potentially raising issues of assurance, security and responsiveness.  

b. We conduct satellite operations to manoeuvre, configure and 
sustain on-orbit assets.  This includes: 

 telemetry, tracking, and command functions; 

 monitoring state-of-health; 

 maintenance; and  

 operating the payload.   

We depend on commercial providers to operate our satellites.  
This indicates that military ownership is not necessarily required to 
deliver space capabilities and emphasises the increasing 
interdependence between military, civil and commercial space 
sectors. 

Section 3 – Space control (assure) 

718. The nature of space means that total control is impossible.  Concepts 
such as space dominance have little relevance given the scale and scope of 
the environment.  Instead, we must achieve sufficient control to assure our 
own access to space while disrupting our adversaries’ freedom of 
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manoeuvre.  Consequently, we define space control in terms of freedom and 
denial.  Space control can be thought of as: 

assuring our freedom to use space for our own purposes while, 
if necessary, disrupting our opponent’s access to it. 

719. For the UK, space control depends on cooperating with our allies and 
commercial partners, and exploiting specialist knowledge, rather than 
operating our own capabilities.  Space control has two components: space 
situational awareness and space control operations. 

Space situational awareness 

720. Space situational awareness is the foundation for all space 
operations.  It develops our understanding of the: 

 space environment, including potential threats, space weather 
and natural and man-made hazards; 

 actors involved; and 

 type of activities they are conducting. 

This enables us to support our own security interests, by anticipating and 
responding to potential threats and hazards to our military, civil and 
commercial activities in space.  It also contributes to the international effort to 
make space a safe and more secure environment. 

721. There is more to space situational awareness than simply using 
technical capabilities12 for space surveillance and tracking.  It also involves 
assessing capability and threat analysis, requiring us to gather and fuse 
information drawn from a variety of multinational, civil and commercial 
sources.  The UK contributes to the US Space Surveillance Network 
through the sensor array and analytical skills developed in over 50 years of 
continuous surveillance of space operations conducted as part of the missile 
warning mission hosted at RAF Fylingdales.  The US Joint Space 
Operations Centre uses the data produced from RAF Fylingdales and 

                                      
12 The first step is to detect launches using infra-red sensors, radar-based missile-warning systems as space vehicles 
climb above the radar horizon, then ground-based, optical and laser-based systems to provide additional data. 
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elsewhere to produce a space track catalogue, a continuously updated 
register of objects in space and their orbital parameters.  The UK Space 
Operations Coordination Centre is the focus for the UK’s version of the 
recognised space picture.13  We use this information for a variety of 
purposes, including: 

 providing warning of the pass times of potentially hostile satellites;  

 collision warning and conjunction analysis (with other satellites or 
space debris); 

 warning of potential radio frequency interference; 

 treaty verification and compliance;14 and  

 attributing responsibility for activities in space. 

Space situational awareness and international space security 
The Cerise collision 

We can use a proven and credible space situational awareness capability to 
create influence by promoting good governance.  Although the principle of 
non-sovereignty applies to space operations, the Liability Convention holds 
launching nations responsible for any damage or loss caused by their 
activities on Earth or in space itself.  Space situational awareness 
encourages compliance with such international norms and protocols by 
helping to resolve the legal and financial implications of events and incidents 
in space.  On 24 July 1996, the first significant, verified collision between 
man-made objects in space occurred when a French Cerise military signals 
intelligence satellite was badly damaged by a discarded piece of rocket body.  
As the owner of the debris was financially liable for the loss, careful analysis 
was required to identify what the satellite had collided with, and who was 
responsible.  We used the UK’s analytical capability to help provide 
unequivocal evidence.15 

                                      
13 Paragraph 806 considers the role of the UK Space Coordination Centre in more detail. 
14 Space situational awareness is one of the means by which we fulfil our obligations under the 1986 Outer Space Act to 
monitor objects licensed for launch by the UK. 
15 http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/nmc/spacecraftDisplay.do?id=1995-033B last accessed 28 January 2013. 
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722. The growing number of military and commercial players has 
undermined the advantage in space we have enjoyed on the back of US 
capabilities over the last two decades.16  Potentially hostile actors may now 
match or even exceed our capabilities in some areas,17 while access to space 
is transforming the early warning and strategic reconnaissance capabilities of 
emerging space-faring states.  This has direct implications that we must 
take into account when planning expeditionary operations.  Adversaries 
may also contest our access to space, so we must be prepared to fight for 
control, especially as many of our capabilities were developed when the 
space environment was more benign.  Space control is divided into 
defensive and offensive counter-space measures. 

Defensive counter-space measures 

723. We split defensive counter-space operations into three 
components:  

 space deterrence; 

 counter-space operations; and  

 mitigation and recovery.  

724. Space deterrence aims to deter potential adversaries from contesting 
our freedom of manoeuvre in space without the need for military action.  
Three factors affect our ability to accomplish this. 

a. All modern nations depend on space, so there is a shared 
interest in assuring access.  This provides a powerful disincentive 
against near-peer aggressors acting in ways that might degrade their 
own capabilities.  For example, detonating a nuclear weapon in space 
would create an electromagnetic pulse event that would deny an entire 
orbital regime.  However, state or non-state actors with fewer 
dependencies on space, may also threaten our space assets.  
Consequently, we must convince them that we would act in other 

                                      
16 John Sheldon, The Military and Industrial Implications of Emerging Space Powers, lecture delivered at DefenceiQ 
Military Satellite Conference (London: 12 July 2012). 
17 For example, in their capability to disrupt space operations through cyber attack. 

Space control operations 
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environments in ways that inflict costs outweighing any benefits they 
might gain by disrupting our space capabilities. 

b. Non-kinetic attacks on our space capabilities may not reach the 
threshold for retaliation where we, or the wider international 
community, would consider a robust deterrent response to be 
proportionate.  This may encourage adversaries to risk lower-level 
interference or harassing operations, such as jamming and spoofing. 

c. We can use space situational awareness to track some hostile 
actions to source, but it may be difficult to attribute every attack in 
space reliably, especially in the realm of cyber and electronic warfare.  
An adversary may feel free to mount such attacks if he feels that he 
can plausibly deny responsibility. 

725. Counter-space operations seek to minimise the consequences of 
attacks that we cannot deter.  They consist of passive and active measures. 

a. Passive measures include: 

 operational security and camouflage; 

 concealment and deception; 

 counter hostile surveillance satellites; and 

 disguising the ground segment of our own space systems. 

We can also physically harden our systems to resist kinetic and 
electronic attacks or irradiation, and use anti-jamming and 
cryptographic techniques to protect command, telemetry and data 
transmission links.  Space situational awareness is fundamental to 
warning us of satellite pass times and other, possibly hostile, activities. 

b. We adopt active measures to protect our space assets when our 
space situational awareness capability detects threats early enough to 
enable us to manoeuvre to avoid them.  However, this alters the 
satellite’s ground track and reduces its on-station life.  If the threat is 
aimed at the sensor rather than the space vehicle, we can shield the 
sensor or alter the satellite’s attitude.  Finally, active measures are 
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available to counter jamming or interference to satellite control signals.  
However, all these measures may degrade or suspend the satellite’s 
mission, resulting in a soft kill. 

726. We can support defensive space control operations through 
mitigation and recovery capabilities to reduce our dependency on space 
capabilities, manage their loss and reconstitute or recover them. 

a. We can mitigate the potential loss of space capabilities by 
reducing our dependency in the first place.  This includes navigation 
warfare techniques and developing equipment, tactics, training and 
procedures that do not rely on space-based services.18   We may also 
be able to replace lost or degraded capabilities by using commercial 
sources, or negotiating access to services provided by multinational 
partners. 

b. We provide most space systems with redundancy.  Individual 
satellites have back-up systems that we can switch on following a 
failure and some constellations retain spare satellites in orbit.19  
However, redundancy comes at a price, and many commercial 
satellite systems lack the resilience built into military systems. 

c. Reconstituting lost capability is a long-term project, due to the 
length of time it takes to build a satellite and the limited launch 
windows available.  However, major space systems usually have a 
programme to replace satellites regularly, while operationally 
responsive space concepts may offer options to meet acute or 
localised shortfalls in coverage. 

 

 

 

                                      
18 For example, scene-matching and terrain reference techniques may provide alternative precision navigation functions, 
while technologies such as high-altitude helium balloons and other near-space platforms may provide space-like 
attributes of persistence and perspective. 
19 For example, GPS needs 24 satellites for full capability, but usually maintains about 30 in orbit. 
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Offensive counter-space operations 

727. Offensive counter-space operations seek to disrupt our adversaries’ 
space capabilities.  We may direct them at the ground segment of a space 
system, the space segment or the associated enabling network.   

728. Ground segment attack is usually the most practical option for 
offensive counter-space operations in technical and legal terms.   

Offensive counter-space operations 
Operation UNIFIED PROTECTOR 

The global increase of space capabilities means we can expect many 
potential adversaries to use them.  Consequently, space control involves 
disrupting our adversaries’ capabilities as well as assuring our own 
continuing access to space.  The legal regime governing space means that 
the ground segment is usually a more practical target for physical attack than 
the space segment. 

Operation UNIFIED PROTECTOR provides a good example.  On 30 July 
2011, NATO combat aircraft conducted a precision air strike to disable three 
Libyan state TV satellite transmission dishes in Tripoli.  The attack was 
conducted in accordance with UN Security Council Resolution 1973 (to 
protect the Libyan people) by stopping the Qadhafi regime from using 
inflammatory satellite television broadcasts to intimidate the population and 
incite acts of violence.  

Any offensive counter-space operations may generate unforeseen 
consequences that we must consider in the planning process.  In this case, 
impact points and weapons were selected to meet the immediate need to 
degrade the regime’s satellite communications capability with the minimum of 
casualties.  However, the attack was also planned to preserve the television 
broadcast infrastructure, as this was needed in the long-term to help develop 
civil society after the end of the conflict.20 

729. Space segment attack may target a satellite, its sensors or payload, 
subject to nations’ differing interpretations of the legality of such operations. 

                                      
20 http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natolive/news_76776.htm?selectedLocale=en 
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a. Physical kill anti-satellite systems comprise space-based co-
orbital systems and surface- or air-based direct ascent weapons. 

 Co-orbital space-based systems put an interceptor satellite 
into a similar orbit to the target, then hit it, scatter debris in its 
path, or explode close enough to it to damage or destroy it;21 
and 

 Direct ascent weapons aim to hit a satellite or explode close 
enough to damage it.  Debris is inevitable, creating the 
potential for collateral damage to friendly or neutral satellites 
in similar orbits. 

b. Laser-dazzle attacks may damage unprotected electro-optical 
sensors using systems based on the Earth’s surface, in the air, or in 
space itself.  Radio frequency sensors are also vulnerable to relatively 
low power systems.  We can counter these attacks by employing 
active defensive space control measures, although this may involve 
‘soft kill’ mission failure. 

c. High altitude nuclear explosions create ionising radiation that 
affects any unhardened satellites within line-of-sight.  However, such 
attacks are inherently indiscriminate and are likely to affect the 
perpetrator’s own space capabilities. 

730. Network attacks target a satellite’s control and data transmission links 
through electronic warfare or cyber operations. 

a. Electronic attack uses space- or surface-based radio frequency 
jamming equipment to deny, disrupt or degrade a satellite’s control or 
data links.  Low power signals from space navigation systems may 
also be jammed or spoofed relatively easily. 

b. We may mount cyber attacks against the computers used to 
control satellites, or on the networks designed to collect, process and 
disseminate mission data. 

                                      
21 The only known example is the Soviet Union’s Istrebitel Sputiknov ‘destroyer of satellites’, believed to be operational 
1973-82.  However, satellite servicing and debris-collecting systems are currently being developed that have dual-use 
potential in the anti-satellite role. 
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Chapter 8 – Applying space power 

‘Space is integrated into how we fight wars today so deeply that 
it is hard to imagine taking it out of the equation.’ 

General William L Shelton 
Commander-in-Chief USAF Space Command 

801. In the previous three chapters, we examined the enduring nature of 
space power, assessed its changing character and described its delivery 
through the three space roles.  In this chapter, we explain how we apply 
space power within a joint, multinational and interagency operating 
environment.  We begin by setting space capabilities in the context of 
defence and overall security, consider space command and control, and 
conclude by describing how we coordinate military space capabilities at 
national and multinational level. 

Section 1 – Space, defence and security 

802. We cannot escape the strategic consequences of space power.  The 
growing dependence of modern states like the UK on satellite services mean 
they are an increasingly attractive target for those wishing to threaten our 
national security.  We must protect our own assets and collaborate 
across the civil, military and commercial sectors (including pre-arranging 
access to allied and commercial capabilities) to make sure that we continue 
to receive the services we need.  This is increasingly important, as our own 
military space needs are growing, because: 

 the shift in strategic posture from campaigning to contingency 
demands the global ISR capabilities provided by space to build 
understanding rapidly; 

 highly capable counter-air capabilities are spreading, potentially 
denying access for air-breathing surveillance platforms to certain 
likely areas of operation; 

 data-hungry capabilities (such as increasing numbers of 
remotely piloted air systems and the Queen Elizabeth-class 
aircraft carriers) demand extra bandwidth; and 
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 long-range missile technology is proliferating, so improved space 
situational awareness is necessary to support the development 
of ballistic missile defence. 

803. As more state and non-state actors gain access to space capabilities, 
we can expect to face adversaries possessing: 

 high-resolution imagery of our force movements and dispositions;  

 satellite-based navigation and communication capabilities 
enabling them to deliver long-range, precision-guided weapons; 
and  

 advanced early warning and command and control capabilities.   

This has unavoidable strategic, operational and tactical implications for 
operations that we must factor into concepts, doctrine and military planning 
processes. 

804. The operational art of space employment is only just emerging.  
Space-based services may be transparent or invisible to the end user, but 
they pervade almost every aspect of joint and combined operations.  Much of 
the military potential of space remains untapped, but informed and agile 
commanders will identify opportunities to exploit its capabilities.  Conversely, 
if we disregard space we risk surrendering freedom of manoeuvre to our 
adversaries while exposing our own vulnerabilities to attack.  

Section 2 – Space command and control 

805. Military space assets are generally strategic in nature.  They are 
scarce, we employ them globally and they support multiple users 
simultaneously.  This means we are unlikely to allocate them to the direct 
control of an operational commander in a regional theatre.1  However, 
commanders and staff must still understand space capabilities and 
constraints so they can identify, bid for and monitor the delivery of the 
services they need. 

                                      
1 John Warden’s The Air Campaign, published in 1988, does not address space because ‘the operational level 
commander has no direct control of space assets’.  This remains the case today. 
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Section 3 – Coordinating space capabilities 

UK operations 

806. We use the UK’s Space Operations Coordination Centre primarily to 
coordinate missile warning tasking, but also as the UK’s operational focal 
point for space.  The Space Operations Coordination Centre requests 
support from the US and other allied space components.  It also coordinates 
space force enhancement requirements for UK military operations at home or 
overseas.  This includes space weather forecasts, GPS accuracy predictions 
and satellite over-flight, re-entry and conjunction warnings.  The Space 
Operations Coordination Centre also provides advice on space matters for 
military and civil contingency requirements. 

Multinational operations 

807. We provide space subject matter experts to support UK joint force air 
component commanders and, in a multinational context, embed staff in the 
lead air operations centre to represent UK interests.  This enables us to 
coordinate and service UK space requirements, if necessary reaching back to 
the UK Space Operations Coordination Centre for advice.  For US-led or 
NATO operations, the Joint Force Commander appoints a senior officer 
responsible for space.  Known as the Director of Space Forces 
(DIRSPACEFOR), this officer is usually embedded in the combined air 
operations centre and heads the Space Coordinating Authority.  The 
organisation is ‘the single authority within a joint force to coordinate joint 
space operations and integrate space capabilities.’2  It acts as the gateway to 
space capabilities by undertaking seven tasks. 

a. It determines requirements, because space tasks may be 
implied rather than specified. 

b. It negotiates command relationships within a community of 
shared user interests.  For example, shutting down a satellite to 
protect it from attack may affect a higher-priority operation conducted 
by another user in a different theatre. 

                                      
2 Allied Joint Doctrine 3-3(A), Air and Space Operations (2009), page 6-2. 
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c. It recommends targets to achieve the desired level of space 
control.  Many space targets are contentious.  For example, we may 
need to find non-lethal or non-military courses of action to deny space 
services provided to an opponent by neutral, third-party sources. 

d. It maintains space situational awareness which may be difficult 
within a multinational context, because some allies and partners may 
be reluctant to share information about their own space activities.  This 
means the Space Coordinating Authority may have to task assets 
specifically to monitor an adversary’s space activities. 

e. It integrates space within the planning process by determining 
how we can meet users’ requirements efficiently and effectively.  
Examples of factors that may determine if (and which) space 
capabilities are appropriate include the effect of solar activity or the 
capability of our adversaries to deny space capabilities through GPS-
jamming or network attack. 

f. It ensures interoperability between space, air and surface 
forces so that different capabilities complement one another.  Orbital 
mechanics mean that space assets are less responsive than surface 
forces.  So, while we may plan an operation to exploit a window of 
satellite coverage, it is highly unlikely that we can manoeuvre a 
satellite to cover a pre-planned operation.  Conversely, the Space 
Coordinating Authority may be able to organise satellite coverage for 
routine monitoring tasks to free up more flexible air and surface 
assets, such as remotely piloted air systems, to conduct responsive 
missions.  

g. It recommends priorities to the joint force commander where 
there is competition for space resources.  However, many space 
capabilities can service multiple users simultaneously, so this may not 
be necessary if we have factored our space requirements into the 
planning process. 
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Conclusion
It is evident that the synergies of air and space power, 

and the way in which these contribute to modern 
confl ict, make them vital to the business of war.

Dr David Jordan
Air and Space Warfare, 2008
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Conclusion 

1. The shift from campaigning to contingency means UK air and space 
forces must be ready to operate across a broad spectrum of conflict.  
This ranges from humanitarian relief operations to complex, warfighting 
interventions against adversaries using sophisticated tactics and technology.  
The uncertain strategic environment makes it difficult to identify specific 
threats and optimise our air and space capabilities to counter them.  Instead, 
we must exploit the inherent flexibility of air power and the strategic 
depth of space power to adapt to the unforeseen, closing any gaps in 
concepts or capability as rapidly as possible. 

2. Understanding is critical within this context, and we can use the unique 
vantage point offered by air and space to: 

 inform; 

 help prevent conflict by building understanding; and  

 provide warning of threats before they materialise, or enabling us 
to apply military power coherently as part of an integrated 
approach to managing crises.   

Protecting the UK from attack from the air or through space is core to our 
purpose, providing reassurance and political freedom of manoeuvre.  
Additionally, our ability to project power rapidly and responsively is a vital 
attribute and significant source of hard power.   

3. Inevitably, Joint Doctrine Publication (JDP) 0-30, UK Air and Space 
Doctrine focuses on the specific attributes of air and space power.  This 
includes the ways that we can use air power to create influence in any of 
its four fundamental roles through strategic, operational or tactical effects.  
However, while air and space power have significant strategic potential 
in their own right, they are most potent when we use them in conjunction 
with other levers of power as force multipliers, enabling and enhancing 
military and non-military capabilities in other environments.  This depends on 
embedding a culture of cross-domain integration, where we use 
operations in the space environment and the cyber, and electromagnetic 
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domains to complement our more traditional military activities on land, at sea 
and in the air. 

4. JDP 0-30 has therefore been developed (and should be read in 
conjunction) with joint and multinational doctrine.  This includes NATO’s Allied 
Joint Publication (AJP)-3.3 Air and Space Operations, as we will deploy air 
and space power within alliances and coalitions as the default, although 
retaining our ability to conduct UK operations by exception.  We should use 
the principles outlined in this publication as the basis for our discussions with 
our principal allies and partner agencies.  This will help us to develop an 
effective conceptual framework for joint, multinational, intra-
governmental and inter-agency air and space operations of the future. 
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Lexicon 

Abbreviations 

C4I                 command, control, computing, communications and 
intelligence 

 
DIRSPACEFOR Director Space Forces 
 
EU   European Union 
 
F3EA   find, fix, finish, exploit, analyse 
 
GPS   global positioning system 
 
ISR   intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance 
 
JFACC  Joint Force Air Component Commander 
JFC   Joint Force Commander 
JPR   Joint Personnel Recovery 
 
JTAC   joint tactical air control 
 
NATO  North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
 
SAR   Synthetic Aperture Radars 
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Terms and definitions 

This section is divided into three areas.  First, we list terms and their 
descriptions that we use as reference for this publication only.  We then list 
proposed new definitions that will be added to the UK Terminology Database.  
We finish by listing endorsed terms and their definitions (source in brackets) 
which may be helpful to the reader. 
 
A fuller reference to extant terminology is provided by Allied Administrative 
Publication-6 (AAP-6), NATO Glossary of Terms and Definitions and Joint 
Doctrine Publication (JDP) 0-01.1, The UK Supplement to NATO 
Terminology Database. 
 

Terms used for reference in this publication only 

air attack 
Coercing an actual or potential adversary into changing or maintaining his 
behaviour to our benefit. 
 
air-cyber integration  
The orchestration and application of air and cyber capabilities to create joint 
warfighting effects in the physical or virtual battlespace in accordance with 
the commander’s intent. 
 
air force protection 
The coordinated measures by which threats and hazards to air assets are 
countered and mitigated in order to maintain freedom of air operations.       
(AP 3241A, RAF Force Protection for Air Operations). 
 
air-land integration 
The orchestration and application of air and land capabilities to create 
desired joint warfighting effects within a defined area of operations in 
accordance with the commander’s intent.  
 
air logistics 
Our ability to plan and execute the movement and maintenance of air forces. 
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air manoeuvre 
Operations, conducted principally within the land tactical battlespace, aimed 
at achieving decisive advantage through exploiting the third dimension, within 
a joint framework as part of an integrated approach.  (Modified from Army 
Field Manual Volume 1, Combined Arms Manoeuvre, Pt 12, Air Manoeuvre) 
 
air mobility 
Deploying, sustaining and recovering military and civilian personnel and 
materiel by air. 
 
air-sea integration 
The orchestration and application of air and sea capabilities to create joint 
warfighting effects in a defined area of operations in accordance with the 
commander’s intent. 
 
air-space integration 
The orchestration of air and space capabilities to create joint warfighting 
effects in a given area of operations in accordance with the commander’s 
intent. 
 
coerce 
Persuade (an unwilling person) to do something by using force or threats.  
(Concise Oxford English Dictionary, 12th edition)   
 
global commons  
Areas that are potentially accessible to any and all actors be they states, non-
state, or individuals. (for example, air, sea, space, cyberspace).               
(MNE 7 Campaign Plan lexicon) 
 
influence 
The capacity to have an effect on the character or behaviour of someone or 
something, or the effect itself.                                                                    
(Concise Oxford English Dictionary (12th edition) 
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integrated approach 
an integrated approach brings together diplomatic, development, defence 
and intelligence resources.  It is based in four guiding principles: proactive 
engagement, shared understanding, outcome-based thinking, and 
collaborative working.  (JDP 0-01 4th Edition) 
 
intelligence and situational awareness 
Activities to plan, synchronise and integrate collecting information using air 
platforms and the subsequent processing and dissemination of the resulting 
product to support decision making and identify trends and linkages. 
 
joint air estimate 
A decision making tool based on a continuous, logical process of reasoning 
and comprising a systematic series of steps which result in the formulation of 
one or more courses of action for the application of air power as part of a joint 
operation.  (AP 3200 2nd edition) 
 
littoral manoeuvre  
Deploying, sustaining and recovering a landing force in hostile, or potentially 
hostile, environments, without recourse to harbours or airfields. 
 
personnel recovery 
Operations to recover to safety military personnel who are injured or isolated 
and required evacuation. 
 
space control 
Assuring our freedom to use space for our own purposes while, if necessary, 
disrupting our adversaries’ access to it. 
 
whole force concept 
A concept for UK forces which integrates regular and reserve forces, MOD 
civil servants, civilians and civilian contractors into a ‘whole force’ mix in order 
to achieve an efficient and optimal mix of personnel capabilities and 
readiness.  (Future Reserves 2020) 
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New definitions 

air power 
Using air capabilities to influence the behaviour of actors and the course of 
events.  (JDP 0-30) 
 
control of the air 
Freedom, over a given period of time, to use a volume of airspace for our 
own purposes while, if necessary, denying or constraining its use by an 
opponent. (JDP 0-30) 
 
space power 
Exerting influence in, from, or through, space.  (JDP 0-30) 
 

Endorsed definitions 

air interdiction 
air operations conducted to divert, disrupt, delay, degrade or destroy an 
enemy’s military potential before it can be brought to bear effectively and at 
such distance that detailed integration of each air mission with the fire and 
manoeuvre of friendly forces is not required.  (AAP-06, 2013) 
 
autonomous system 
An autonomous system is capable of understanding higher level intent and 
direction.  From this understanding and its perception of its environment, 
such a system is able to appropriate action to bring about a desired state.        
(JDP 0-01.1 8th edition) 
 
close air support 
Air action against hostile targets in close proximity to friendly forces requiring 
detailed integration of each air mission with fore and movement of these 
forces.  (AAP-06, 2013) 
 
collateral damage 
inadvertent casualties and destruction in civilian areas caused by military 
operations.  (AAP-06, 2013) 
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comprehensive approach  
Commonly understood principles and collaborative processes that enhance 
the likelihood of favourable and enduring outcomes within a particular 
situation.  (JDP 3-40)  Note: In the UK this term has been superseded by the 
concept of the ‘integrated approach’) 
 
counter-insurgency operations 
Those military, paramilitary, political, economic, psychological and civic 
actions taken to defeat insurgency.  (AAP-06, 2013) 
 
deep attack 
Activities usually conducted at long range and over a protracted timescale, 
against an adversary’s forces or resources not engaged in close battle.   
(ADP Operations, 2010) 
 
denial (measure) 
An action to hinder or deny the enemy the use of space, personnel, or 
facilities. It may include destruction, removal, contamination, or erection of 
obstructions.  (AAP-06, 2013) 
 
deterrence 
The convincing of a potential aggressor that the consequences or coercion or 
armed conflict would outweigh the potential gains.  (AAP-06, 2013) 
 
fires 
The deliberate use of physical means to support the realisation of, primarily, 
physical effects.  (JDP 0-01.1 8th edition) 
 
framework nation 
Forces generated under a framework nation are commanded by an officer 
from that nation which also provides a significant proportion of the staff and 
the support to the headquarters.  (JDP 3-40) 
 
full-spectrum targeting 
A holistic approach to targeting, reviewing all targets together and 
apportioning action (lethal and non-lethal) in accordance with the campaign 
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information strategy and desired behavioural objectives.                            
(JDP 3-00 3rd edition, change 1) 
information operations 
Coordinated actions undertaken to influence an adversary or potential 
adversary in support of political and military objectives by undermining his 
will, cohesion and decision-making ability, through affecting his information, 
information-based processes and systems while protecting one’s own 
decision-makers and decision-making process.  (JDP 0-01.1 8th edition) 
 
integration (in the military context) 
The synchronised transfer of operationally ready units into the joint force.  
(JDP 0-01.1 8th edition) 
 
joint action 
The deliberate use and orchestration of military capabilities and activities to 
realise effects on other actors’ will, understanding, and capability and the 
cohesion between them.  (JDP 0-01.1 8th edition) 
 
joint commander 
Appointed by CDS, the joint commander exercises the highest level of 
operational command of forces assigned with specific responsibility for 
deployment, sustainment and recovery.  (JDP 0-01.1 8th edition) 
 
joint force commander 
A general term applied to a commander authorised to exercise operational 
command or control over a joint force.  (JDP 0-01.1 8th edition) 
 
littoral region 
Coastal sea areas and that portion of the land which is susceptible to 
influence or support from the sea.  (JDP 0-01.1 8th edition) 
 
mission command 
A style of command that seeks to convey understanding to subordinates 
about the intentions of the higher commander and their place within his plan, 
enabling them to carry out missions with the maximum freedom of action and 
appropriate resources.  (JDP 0-01.1 8th edition) 
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remotely piloted aircraft  
Aircraft that, while it does not carry a human operator, is flown remotely by a 
pilot, is normally recoverable, and can carry a lethal or non-lethal payload.  
(JDP 0-01.1 8th edition) 
 
remotely piloted air(craft) system 
The sum of the components required to deliver overall capability and includes 
the pilot, sensor operators (if applicable), remotely piloted aircraft, ground 
control station, satellite communications links and data links.                    
(JDP 0-01.1 8th edition) 
 
situational awareness 
The knowledge of the elements in the battlespace necessary to make well-
informed decisions.  (AAP-6, 2013) 
 
strategic communications 
Advancing of national interests by using all defence means of communication 
to influence the attitudes and behaviours of people.  (JDN 1/12) 
 
time-sensitive target 
Time sensitive targets are those targets requiring immediate response 
because they represent a serious and imminent threat to friendly forces or 
are high payoff, fleeting targets of opportunity.  (JDP 0-01.1 8th edition) 
 
unmanned air (craft) system 
A system whose compentents include unmanned aircraft, the supporting 
network and all equipement and persoannel necessary to control the 
unmanned aircraft.  (AAP-6, 2013) 
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